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Abstract

This work addresses the problem of balancing the spatial distribution of the routing-load among the nodes in a
given sensor network and the tradeoff that can be achieved for providing certain level of quality of service (QoS)
guarantees. For high-density networks, several studies have proposed field-based routing paradigms to uniformly
distribute the traffic load throughout the network. However, as network density decreases, we observe major short-
comings of the current state-of-the-art: (i) path-mergingleads to a reduction of path diversity, and (ii) the paths
directed towards the border of the network merge into a single path along the border. These path merging effects
decrease significantly the energy balance, and as consequence, the lifetime of the network. In this article, we propose
a novel mechanism to enable better load balancing for single-source and multiple-source scenarios, while minimizing
the cost of the tradeoff for bounding the end-to-end packet delivery latencies. Our evaluations demonstrate that by
using the proposed methodology, the network lifetime can besignificantly prolonged, when long-term point-to-point
queries are considered.

1 Introduction

The problem of routing in wireless sensor networks (WSN) hasreceived a considerable attention [4] and, in particular,
the problem of multipath routing has been of interest for twocomplementary goals: (1) increasing the reliability of
the delivery and aggregates computation [37]; and (2) balancing the load among the nodes [20, 36, 43, 57]. When it
comes to load-balancing, which is the focus of this work, themultipath paradigm alleviates the problem inherent to
single-path routing – uneven utilization of the energy reserves which, as an important consequence, affects the lifetime
of WSNs [14].

For a given sink, the two basic kinds of multipath routing scenarios are: (1) single-source; and (2) multiple-sources
[44, 39, 41, 6, 53, 31, 29], In addition to the energy consumptions due to packets forwarding, in multiple-sources
settings, an important energy consumption factor is due to MAC collisions at the spatio-temporal intersection of paths
from different sources. In this context, the field-based routing [41, 31] has been identified as an efficient energy
balancing mechanism for both single and multiple source scenarios. The essence of field-based routing is that the
sink is assigned a negative charge, while the sources are assigned positive charges, and multiple routes are based on
individual gradients of the field, providing a wider range for paths, which thereby reducing utilization hot-spots. With
all the importance and potential benefits of the field-based routing paradigm, we observe two important drawbacks:

∗Research supported by the NSF-CNS 0910952
†Research partially supported by the NSF-IIS-0325144
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(a) using EFR (b) Proposed approach (MP-FPR)

Figure 1: Paths merging in multipath routing

(1) the paths around the boundary of the network tend to merge, significantly reducing the extent of load-balancing
at the edges of the network; (2) while there is a potentially infinite number of gradient-based routes, the number
actually available paths is limited by the sparsity of the neighboring nodes. As an illustration, Figure 1(a) shows how
the EFR-based routing completely fails to utilize portionsof the network (e.g., the ellipse-bound area), and causes
paths-merging (e.g., the boundary) – both of which are reduced in the settings in Figure 1(b).

Analogies to various branches of Physics are often encountered in designing and analyzing communication net-
works. The field of wireless sensor networks is particularlysupportive of such analogies when it comes to efficient
routing design, since both physical phenomena and sensor nodes poses strong spatial correlations. An comprehen-
sive survey of recent solutions that are based on analogies to physics can be found in [51]. For example, application
of fluid dynamic modelling has been employed for solving network flow problems [3], or the basics of electrostatic
theory has been often invoked as the key for optimal distribution of traffic [52, 31]. Other areas of Physics include
diffusion theory, for efficient routing [27, 26], percolation theory, for capacity and connectivity assessment in sensor
networks [16, 19], and particle flux theory for traffic load evaluations [44]. When it comes to the problem of lifetime
extension in wireless sensor networks, efficient distribution of traffic is paramount, therefore, solutions that are based
on principles of electrostatic theory can be pursued.

There are two orthogonal approaches to routing via analogy to electrostatic theory in the research community.
One analogy relies on Thomson’s theorem, which focuses on the analogies to the distribution of electric charges on
physical conductors at an equilibrium configuration; the goal is to devise an optimal placement for a set of electrostatic
point-charges, and by analogy, an optimal placement of multiple corresponding sources and sinks in the physical field,
along with the optimal distribution of the traffic between them such that the length of the point-to-point routes are
minimized, considering limited degree of freedom for both source and sinks. An instance of this analogy is presented
in [52]. The second type of approach focuses on the properties of the electrostatic field created between multiple fixed
point-charges for the purpose of relaying point-to-point data in an multipath-approach, such as in EFR (Electrostatic
Field Routing) [41]. The work comprised in this article aligns withthe latter approach, where certain electrostatic field
properties are being exploited for providing route isolation among multiple families of point-to-point routes, as well
as even distribution of routes in the network for improved load-balancing.

1.1 The Shortcomings of EFR

Many of the results that are related to the optimal arrangement of the network traffic in sensor networks via analogies
to Physics are described from a macroscopic perspective, i.e. rely on the assumption of massively large, dense and
boundless networks. This is because such results are betterformalized through macroscopic quantities such as node
density and volume of traffic at each point in space, rather than via node-level references. Consequently, under
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macroscopic modelling approaches, there always exists a practical difficulty of mapping individual sensor nodes to
real phenomenon, which is seldom ignored. Electrostatic field approaches are also analyzed predominantly from a
macroscopic perspective.

Approaches such as EFR do attempt to bridge the gap between macroscopic and microscopic modelling by provid-
ing a novel forwarding scheme to realize the mapping betweendiscrete sensor nodes to a discrete subset of electrostatic
field lines. In EFR, the goal is to achieve a multipath routingscheme that is both distributed and stateless for the pur-
pose of improving scalability, robustness and higher delivery ratio as compared to other comparable approaches: LAR,
DREAM, GPSR and AOMDV.

We observe that EFR promotes path redundancy, but notpath diversity– a quantitative metric describing the
”richness” of path-families in terms of distinct point-to-point routes – consequently, EFR’s path diversity is relatively
poor in all but highly dense and uniformly distributed networks, as observed experimentally during our evaluations.
This aspect critically distinguishes EFR from the approachproposed in this article, which considers path diversity and
distribution of paths around the source and sink nodes to be paramount for the effectiveness of load balancing and
consequent lifetime gains.

EFR framework is also oblivious to the existence of network boundaries, which is an important element from a
load-balancing standpoint. Specifically, electrostatic field routing is particularly susceptible to boundary nodes being
overloaded. This is because the electrostatic field is theoretically infinite, therefore the load associated with a subset of
the field lines that span outside of network boundaries will be carried over by the boundary relay nodes. The network
boundary problem has been previously recognized in the research community. For example, Kalantariet al. [31]
proposes a centralized solution for the boundary problem, that requires a-priori information about traffic demands
and node positions. In a similar line of work, Toumpis and Tassiulas [52] show that an optimal placement of nodes
between a set of sources and sinks can be used to solve boundary problems. Our work, however, distinguishes from
these approaches in the sense that boundary problems are addressed in an innovative way, within the same framework
of electrostatic field theory and with minimal overhead in terms of packet size increase and computational effort [52].

1.2 Outline of Contributions

The main contributions of the work comprised in this articleconsist of an improved mechanism that enable rich path-
diversity characteristics in arbitrarily dense network settings, considering realistic finite physical coverage with well
defined network bounds. Additionally, an route-control framework is introduced to enable satisfiability of certain
quality of service (QoS) requirements. Specifically, four novel mechanisms are being introduced:

• Field Persistent Forwarding for path-diversity improvement under a multitude of conditions, including lower
density and non-uniform distributions,

• Method of Images for boundary effects resolution,

• Multi-Pole Routing Protocol for charge information management, and

• Virtual charges-based framework for QoS control.

The subsequent Sections are organized as follows. Section 2.1 provides the necessary background information
on Electrostatic Theory. Section 2.2 presents the network model this work builds upon. The specifics of the EFR
protocol are presented in Section 2.3, and, by comparison, the novel field persistency and accurate field line forwarding
mechanism are introduced in Section 3.1. The Method of Images is presented in Section 3.2, and the multi-pole
routing protocol for charge allocation and management is analyzed in Section 3.3. The QoS-control framework based
on virtual charges is presented in Section 3.4. The experimental evaluation is presented in Section 3.5, followed by
related work in Section 4 and concluding remarks in Section 5.

2 Preliminaries

Before presenting the main contributions of this work, it isnecessary to introduce the background on electrostatic
theory. In addition, we outline the network model along withthe underlying assumptions that are being made, and
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overview lower level information regarding the EFR approach, in order to comparatively illustrate the benefits and
various design choices that form the basis of the newly proposed Field Persistent Routing. Additionally, thediscrep-
ancyof a point-set – a measure of the node’s distributions – needsto be formally defined as it represents an important
practical dimension for algorithmic performance evaluation.

2.1 Overview of Electrostatic Theory

Electrostatics is the branch of science that deals with the phenomena arising from stationary electric charges. More
specifically, electrostatic phenomena arise from the forces that electric charges exert on each other. Such forces exer-
cised between twopoint-chargesare described by Coulomb’s law, which states that the magnitude of the electrostatic
force between two point electric chargesQ1 andQ2 is directly proportional to the product of the magnitudes ofeach
charge and inversely proportional to the square of the Euclidean distance between their locations:

F =
Q1Q2

4πr2ε0
(1)

whereε0 is a constant called thepermittivity of vacuum.
Theelectric field(in units of volt per meter) at any given point is defined as theforce (in Newtons) per unit charge

q (in Coulombs) at that point:

~E =
~F
q

(2)

From this definition and Coulomb’s law, it follows that the magnitude of the electric fieldE created by a single
point chargeQ at distancer from its location is:

E(r) =
Q

4πr2ε0
(3)

A discrete distribution ofN static particle chargesQi with respective positionsr i ∈ R
2 produces an electrostatic

field
−→
E , typically visualized as a set offield lines. Essentially, each field line corresponds to a trajectory that a unit

chargeQu would follow in a given field, depending on the initial location and direction-vector thatQu has with respect
to the other charges in that field. The electrostatic potential φE at pointr ∈ R

2 is given by:

φE(r) =
1

4πε0

N

∑
i=1

sgn(Qi)
Qi

|r i− r | (4)

wherer i (1≤ i ≤ N) are the locations of the charges in the field. Electric field lines originate at positive charges and
converge towards negative charges. For any particular chargeQi , the functionsgn(Qi) returns the polarity of charge
Qi .

In our settings, each of the charges will correspond to one ofthe multiple end-points of point-to-point routes in
the sensor network. By convention, routes carry the information flow originating at the source nodes towards the
sink, correspondingly, we adopt the convention thatQsnk charges associated to sink nodes are negatively charged, i.e.
sgn(Qsnk) =−1, whereas the charges associated with each source node are positive, i.e.sgn(Qsrc) = 1. This equation
allows one to evaluate the magnitudeE of a point charge in the electric field ofN distinct chargesQi , i = 1. . .N via
superposition. Specifically, the curve along which a given nodesnk, located atr = Lk, with a radius-vector to the
location of the sourceLsrc and sinkLsnk denoted asr i ∈ R

2, is determined based on the electric field atr i . Using
Equation 4, this is given by:

E(r) =
1

4πε0

N

∑
i=1

sgn(i)
Qi

|r i− r |3 (r i− r) (5)

In electrostatics, the electric fieldE can be visualized discretely as a set ofcurveswhich indicate the direction
of the field vector at any given point. Figure 2 gives a visual interpretation of a sample electrostatic field with two
point-charges of opposite polarity. We reiterate that, assuming the end-points of a point-to-point communication in
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Figure 2: Sample electrostatic field determined by two pointcharges of opposite polarity

wireless sensor network coincide with the physical location of the point-charges, the electrostatic field lines can be
readily used as alternative guiding ”trajectories” for multiple path routing.

An additional advantage that electric field lines provide over the existing geometric trajectories approaches can be
outlined in multiple sink-source settings. For example, Figure 3 shows the electrostatic field generated by multiple
point-charges that are present in the same field. This is but an illustration of the following two important properties:

• Self-Adjustment Property. Field lines are uniquely determined by the existing set of charges in the field, hence
their distribution in the physical field naturally changes as new charges are added, without any explicit trajectory
parametrization; for example, the central set of field linesin Figure 3 is visibly more constrained within a tighter
physical area when compared to the case depicted in Figure 2,due to the effects of the two additional pairs of
charges;

• Disjointness Property. Field lines connecting different end-points are naturally disjoint; as it can be observed
in Figure 3, none of the field lines intersect, rather, marginal field lines are deflected around other central field
lines.

The consequence of the self-adjustment property is that onecan easily control the spread of the field lines by
means of strategically placing additional charges in the physical field – a property that forms the basis of two of the
main contributions of this work: (1) themethod of imagesand (2) enabling QoS control. The disjointness property
enables efficient generation of distinct and non braiding families of alternative routes pertaining to multiple source-
sink scenarios. Namely, it is sufficient to properly assign point-charges correspondent to the specific source and sink
sensor nodes, and the set of resulting fields lines are already updated in the new distribution and can be readily used
for routing purposes, based on localized application of theelectric field equation 5.

2.2 Network Model

A wireless sensor network consists of a homogeneous setSN= {sn1,sn2, . . . ,snN} of N sensor nodes that are deployed
over a given area of interest. The nodes have the capabilities of self-organizing, in a cooperative manner[48]1, and
form a connected network. Each nodesni ∈ SNoccupies a unique, static physical location in the 2D cartesian space,
represented as a pair< xi ,yi > of coordinates along along theX andY axis. We assume that the location of a

1The non-cooperative (selfish) behavior of sensor nodes it isbeyond the scope of this article.
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Figure 3: Sample electrostatic field with multiple point charges

sensor node is provided by an on-board GPS device2, or by implementing a lightweight localization service [23, 9] or
discovery algorithm [40, 17, 46, 8].

Each node is equipped with a small omnidirectional radio device that can be used to establish communication links
with other nodes. We assume a unit-disk communication model, whereRc represents the communication range of a
given sensor node. In practice, the effective communication rangeR∗c may be lower, i.e.R∗c < Rc, due to environmental
obstructions or other non-deterministic spatial conditions .Due to the limited spatial coverage of the radio antenna,
each nodesni ∈SNcan communicate directly with only a subset of nodes from thenetwork, i.e. theneighborsof node
sni . We denote the set ofneighborsof a nodesni ∈ SNasNBi = {snj ∈ SN| ‖sni ,snj‖ ≤ Rc}, where‖sni ,snj‖ is the
Euclidian distance between nodessni andsnj . Each node can determine the position of its 1-hop neighborsthrough a
periodic location information exchange mechanism.

Energy-wise, each sensor node is powered by a finite energy resource, such as a battery, and has the capability of
powering off the radio equipment to save energy during inactive periods. The wake-up coordination does not make
the subject of the work comprised in this article, however wake-up coordination solutions, either software-based [28],
or hardware-based (Remotely Activated Switch [12]), [5], are readily available.

Sensor nodes can act both as arelay and asourceof sensed data. Users formulate queries specifying properties
of the data stream that is to be collected from a particular geographic location, and submit them viasink nodes,
which act gateways between the user and the sensor network. Queries are relayed to specific nodes in charge of their
processing, i.e. the source nodes, and the resulting, possibly long-term, data stream is collected and relayed back to
the sink. To promote workload balancing, multiple paths areestablished between the source and sink end-points, and
the transmission of individual packets alternates among the different paths.

From a deployment area perspective, it is additionally being assumed that the network’s boundaries are known
or can be determined via an appropriate protocol, e.g. [13].Without loss of generality, the parametric shape of the
network is assumed to be rectangular.

2.3 Overview of Electrostatic-Field Based Routing (EFR)

The electrostatic field-based routing is a form of trajectory-based routing, where trajectories are represented as electric
field lines. The field lines originate at source nodes and leadtowards designated sink nodes. In order for a sensor node
to know how to route a packet all it needs to know is the location and corresponding electrostatic charges information
corresponding to the source and sink nodes, as well as its ownlocation relative to them.

In principle, EFR selects a discrete subset of field lines (out of the infinite number of them) that can be established
between a given(source, sink)pair, and constructs routes along them. We refer to this setSf as a family of paths.
Figure 4(a) illustrates a family of field lines established between a source and a sink node. Each field line inSf is

2The MTS420CA Mica Mote board from Crossbow Technology Inc isan example of a GPS equipped sensor node
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Figure 4: (a) Initially the source selects an angleϕ to route the packet. This angle determines thepathto be followed.
(b) The current relay nodeC uses its residency field line and maximum transmission rangeto determine the optimum
position of an ideal relay nodeA′, and picks a real neighboring relay nodeA close toA′;

uniquely identified by the value of the angleϕ j , determined by thetangentto a given/chosen field line at the source,
and the line segment between the source and the sink3 . For example, assuming a uniform selection of the tangential-
angle from the interval[0,π], a particular field lineϕ j can be chosen from a field line setSf = {k2π

Nr
| k = 1,Nr}, where

Nr represents the desired cardinality of the family of routesSf . For each data-packet, the source node arbitrarily selects
one of the outbound field lines to forward the packet along. Each such field line is identified by the tangential angleϕ
to the field line at the source node, as illustrated in Figure 4(a) 4. Along the route, the forwarding decision takes in the
consideration: (1) the relative proximity of the availablerelay nodes to the a particular field line of interest, and (2)
the communication range margins in order to minimize hop count along a field line. Figure 4(b) illustrates the route
selection and forwarding process in EFR.

During forwarding, each relay node takes in consideration its physical location and the electrostatic field line it
physically resides onto (theresidencyfield line) as a reference for the forwarding decision. The important observation
is that, due to finite nodes’ densities, the residency field line may not necessarily coincide with the original field lineϕ
picked by the source node, or any of the field lines the up-stream nodes used for forwarding.

EFR relies on a simple, angle-based heuristic, to select thenext relay node. Specifically, each current relay node
calculates the tangent to the residency field lineθC evaluated at the location of the node, and selects the farthest
neighboring node that exhibits a bounded deviationθε = 15◦ from the tangent, i.e. physically located within the
resulting sector area, as illustrated in Figure 5. It is important to observe, however, that nodeD in Figure 5, although
closest to field line, it is not selected by EFR. From an end-to-end routing perspective, EFR’s heuristic leads to path
deviations from the original field line. Under highly dense networks, however, such deviations are limited and paths
are maintained in some vicinity of the original field line. The path deviation effect is exemplified in Figure 6, which
depicts the actual mapping of relay nodes and the resulting path in more practical settings with lower density of nodes.
Following Section details the critical limitations of the EFR protocol under practical settings.

2.4 Limitations of EFR

From a lifetime perspective, a major drawback of the EFR forwarding heuristic is its predisposition topath merging
effects – the primary source for energy consumption hot-spots via relay nodes sharing and overload. There are three
main causes for path merging effects:

• Path Deviation

• Field Line Drifting

• Network Boundaries Effects
3Note that the cardinality of theSf , as well as the criteria for selecting a particularϕ j can be user-specified.
4The tangent to a point in the field is actually evaluated on an infinitely small disk, in 2D, or sphere, in 3D cases, centered at that particular point
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angular criteria to become a feasible candidate node. (b) Inthis scenario, if∂S1 represents the area ofS1 region, then
∂S1 = ∂A3, ∂S2 = ∂A1 + ∂A2

Path Deviation. As briefly outlined in Section 2.3, path deviation is the result of finite nodes densities, as candidate
relay nodes are unlikely to be found exactly along a certain field line. EFR’s angular forwarding criteria greatly aids
constraining path deviation, however, as the density of field lines actively used for routing increases, or the density
of neighboring sensor candidates decreases, such path deviations can become severe and, in practical settings, lead
to conditions in which relay nodes carry traffic associated with multiple adjacent field lines. Figure 7 exemplifies the
path deviation and path merging problems.

Field Line Drifting . Field line drifting represents a permanent path deviation, where the residency field line
continuously changes as a direct consequence of path deviations. Field line drifting is more apparent as the length of
the routes increases. Recalling the forwarding criteria outlined in Figure 5, the angular candidacy sector is virtually
divided by the curved field line in two disjoint regions, namely S1 andS2. Following the notations in Figure 5(b), if∂A1

represents the area of regionA1, then∂A1 = ∂A2 + ∂A3. Consequently,∂S1 = ∂A1 + ∂A2 and∂S2 = ∂A3 = ∂S1− ∂A2,
hence∂S2−∂S1 = ∂A3 > 0. The essential conclusion is that these two sectors have uneven areas, and for this particular
setting,∂S2 > ∂S1. Assuming a uniform distribution of nodes and that the probability of finding candidate relay nodes
within each sectorS1 andS2 is proportional with the area of each sector, i.e.PS2 = κ ·∂S2 andPS1 = κ ·∂S1, for some
constantκ, thenPS2 > PS1. This implies a general trend of outward drift toward a longer adjacent field line.

Boundary Effects. Path deviation and ultimately field line drifting can also be caused by the network boundaries,
as the load associated with different field lines that cross the boundaries of the network is commonly carried by the
boundary nodes. This is an inward type of field line drift. Figure 9(a) illustrates a scenario with three field lines,
two of which are crossing out boundaries. As it can be observed, the three different paths corresponding to the field
lines merge at the boundary of the network and persist as a merged path until downstream towards the sink node,
regardless whether original field lines return within the coverage area. This overloads not only boundary nodes, but
also inside nodes in the proximity of the sink node. In comparison, Figure 9(b) illustrates the performance of the
proposed alternative to EFR in comparable conditions. As itcan be observed, it is possible to obtain no field line
drifting effects and any temporarily merged routes due to physical limitations can and should be re-mapped to the
original field lines whenever possible. This desideratum isachieved by the proposedfield persistency mechanism,
which will be discussed next.

Multiple concurrent field line drifts can lead to permanent path merging effects, as illustrated in Figure 7. As it
can be observed, paths remained merged downstream of the merging point since they become commonly defined by
the residency field line of their common relay. Consequently, field line drifting effectively reduces path diversity, and
ultimately the energy consumption distribution.

Figure 8 illustrates actual path assignments, in a simulated environment, comparatively among the current state
of the art routing, namely EFR, and MP-FPR – the novel mechanisms presented in this article. It is important to
observe both in-network behavior in terms of field line drifting and path-merging, as well as the boundary effects. As
a specific example, EFR attains a much poorer path diversity around source and (sink) nodes, for the following reason:
in EFR, the paths selected by a source node are dictated by theresidency field lines of its 1-hop neighbors, which is an
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(Original) Electrostatic Field Line

Actual Path

Figure 6: Mapping of routes to electrostatic field lines withEFR routing. Due to finite distributions, the actual route
cannot be precisely mapped to a field line and, in reality, it deviates

example of field-line drifting at the source. Hence, the number of outgoing paths is effectively limited to the number
of neighbor nodes. In Figure 9(b) it can be observed that 4 different paths that are directed towards the edge merge
into a single path along the edge.

3 Efficient Load Balancing via Field Persistency

We now proceed with explaining in greater detail the forwarding algorithm that is used by the nodes as a heuristic to
guide the selection of the next relay nodes from among a set ofavailable neighbors. As previously mentioned, the
aim is to ”force” the routing nodes to spread (in a spatial sense) the number of possible routes, thereby adapting the
shape of the multiple routes to the changes in the spatial distribution. Subsequently, the approach that improves the
existing solutions for balancing the energy-consumptionwhen routing near the boundary of the network (cf. [41, 31]) is
presented. Lastly, a protocol that addresses charge allocation and management, route construction and QoS correlation
is presented.

3.1 Field Persistent Routing

Field persistent routing is enabled by two complementary mechanisms:

• Reference field line retention

• Accurate field-line forwarding (minimal field-line deviation forwarding)

which are detailed in sequel.

3.1.1 Reference Field Line Retention

For a given route, we denote as the ”reference” field line the electric field line chosen initially by the source node to be
used for establishing a route towards the sink. This distinguishes from ”residency” field line, as the later represents any
arbitrary field line that physically intersects a specific sensor node (the resident). Ideally, the reference and residency
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Figure 7: Illustration of path deviation and path merging with EFR’s forwarding model. (a) Low-level view of the
path-merging effect. According to the gradient at nodesn1 along a field lineϕ1, the next-hop is supposed to be node
sn2. However, since nodesn2 is out of range ofsn1, nodesn3 is selected instead. Subsequently, nodesn4 is selected as
next-hop ofsn3 and so on. Assuming that nodessn3 andsn4 are already servicing another electrostatic field lineϕ2,
this phenomena has a detrimental consequence on load balancing: while nodesn3 and its successors are overloaded,
nodesn2 and its successors remain unutilized. (b) Corresponding high-level view of the path-merging effect

field lines along an entire route should coincide, however, in reality, this need not be the case due to finite nodes
densities.

Reference field line retention is a mechanism by which a forwarding node ”remembers” the reference field line
and continuously attempts to redirect the route along it, ifthat path has been deviated. Figure 10(a), which represents
a zoomed-in portion of the Figure 10(b), illustrates the process, which distinguishes our MP-FPR methodology from
the original EFR (cf. Figure 7(a) and 7(b) respectively). Depending on networks conditions, paths merging cannot
always be avoided, however, we aim at ensuring a remediationwhenever the network conditions allow it. Specifically,
consider nodesn1 in Figure 10(a) as the current relay node. The ideal next-hopnode that it would select (illustrated
with locationsnx), would be the one located at the intersection of the circle boundingsn1’s communication range, and
the gradient curveϕ1 to which sn1 belongs. According to EFR provisions, since there exists noreal physical node
at that exact location, a nearby nodesn2 is selected instead because: (1) it is furthest away towardsthe sink; and
(2) it is closest to the original route5 of the field-line determined byϕ1 at sn1, as opposed to, e.g.,sn2. When node
sn5 becomes a current relay, under a reference field line retention policy, it will use the known reference field line
information (eitherϕ1 of ϕ2), rather than the residency field line, to forward along the iso-contour ofϕ1 or ϕ2, i.e.
to nodessn6 or sn7 respectively. Effectively, in MP-FPR, a path splitting decision takes place at nodesn5, relieving
portion of the load on the downstream nodes fromsn5 – which is the critical difference from EFR.

To accomplish this, clearly, some extra information needs to be ”embedded” in the transmitted packets. That
information is actually the ”identity” of the reference curve as determined by the source, which is being retained by
the forwarding nodes. In reality, a source node has only a finite number of 1-hop neighbors that can be used for
generating multiple paths. Hence, the field-line of each neighbor is used as an index for the family of routes that can
be generated from that particular source. To enumerate the field-lines, we use the value of the tangent angleϕ (cf.
Figure 4(a)) to the respective curves (i.e., the direction of the gradient to the equi-potential curves) at the source.

With respect to Figure 10(a), the immediate benefits of the MP-FPR mechanisms can be intuitively explained as:
(1) EFR would have “forgotten” that nodesn5 is the closest node to the original field-line; (2) EFR would have double-
loaded nodes likesn3, sn4 andsn5 – because both routes would follow the same actual path. The overhead associated
with retention of the reference field line is insignificant, at least comparing with the load-balancing benefits it attains
as the experiments will demonstrate, since one extra byte per packet is sufficient to encode 256 different reference

5We note that in the original work [41], a bound is placed on theangle that the next-hop can have with respect to the tangent (i.e., the direction
of F1) atsn1.
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(a) using EFR (b) using MP-FPR

Figure 8: Comparison of the state-of-the-art EFR and the novel alternative, MP-FPR. (a) EFR (i) fails to utilize a
significant fraction of the network’s resources (bottom ellipse) and (ii) has undesirable path merging effects at the
boundaries of the network (upper-left arrow). (b) MP-FPR corrects these 2 shortcomings.

lines, a sufficient number for many practical purposes.

3.1.2 Accurate Field Line Forwarding

Let Φ(pA) = ϕA be a function that returns the indexϕA of the residency field line of an arbitrary pointpA in the 2D
cartesian system. Specifically, given a pointpA, theΦ(pA) returns the angle of the electric field vector evaluated on
the same field line at the origin of the field, as illustrated inFigure 4(a).

Field persistent forwarding mechanism aims to minimize thedeviation from a given reference field lineϕ. This
mechanism prevents path merging and ensures re-splitting of any merged path whenever feasible. Accordingly, min-
imal deviation can be achieved if the downstream relay nodesare chosen in a manner that minimizes the field index
difference between theresidentand thereferencefield lines. Specifically, assume thatNBc denotes the set of 1-hop
neighbors of a relay nodesnc that prepares to forward a data packet. The electrostatic field line indexΦ(Lsni ) evaluated
at the locationLsni of each of the candidate nodessni ∈ NBc, based on successive applications of relationship 5, and
the residency field line indexϕ of the reference field line, can be used to identify the best candidate nodesnk via the
following expression:

snk = Γ(sni ,snc,ϕ) , Argminsni∈NBc {|Φ(Lsni )−ϕ|} (6)

where the resident field line of a given nodesnk can be determined based on the: (1) location and charge of the
source(s); (2) location and charge of the sink; and (3) its own location.

Equation 6 captures the essence of FPR operations, enablingaccurate assessment of any field line deviation. This
equation, however, is not sufficient, as it does not comprisetraffic flow information, i.e. direction, which is needed
for ensuring continuous forwarding progress towards the sink. Namely, a decision taken solely on Equation 6 is
susceptible to local minima effects and can lead to routing loops. For example, assume two sequential relay nodes
sni ∈ NBj andsnj ∈ NBi , such that{sni ,snj} ∈ NBj

⋂
NBi . Let ∆ f (snk,ϕ) represent a measure of the deviation of

nodesnk from the reference field lineϕ, defined as:

∆ f (snk,ϕ) =
∣∣Φ(Lsnk)−ϕ

∣∣ (7)
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Figure 9: Impact of boundary effects over the path diversityof the network

whereΦ(Lsnk) represents the index of the residency field line of sensor node snk. If ∆ f (sni ,ϕ) < ∆ f (snk,ϕ),∀snk ∈
NBi ∪NBj \ {snj} and∆ f (snj ,ϕ) < ∆ f (snk,ϕ),∀snk ∈ NBi ∪NBj \ {sni}, then nodessni andsnj will form a routing
cycle, since according to Equation 6,Γ(sni ,ϕ) = snj , andΓ(snj ,ϕ) = sni .

To enable forwarding progress evaluation, a progress metric needs to be defined. Assuming thatsnc is the current
relay node, letLmpp(ϕ) denote theideal cartesian coordinate where a sensor node should be located for optimal
forwarding decision, i.e. providing no field line deviationand maximum progress/advancement with respect to the
direction of packet flow along field lineϕ. We refer toLmpp(ϕ) as themaximal progress point. Accordingly, the
deviation from the maximal progress point can be defined as follows:

∆p(sni ,snc,ϕ) = ‖sni,Lmpp(snc,ϕ)‖ (8)

where‖sni,Lmpp(ϕ)‖ represents Euclidean distance.
Equations 7 and 8 define the two deviation metrics that form the foundation of FPR’s accurate forwarding mech-

anism. To formalize the forwarding decision, a cost function can be defined based on normalized variants of the two
deviation metrics. Specifically,∆ f can be expressed relative to the minimum and maximum resident field line index
difference of all the field lines that intersect the communication rangeRc of a current sensor nodesnc, as illustrated in
Figure 11(a), or deviation from the maximum progress point,as illustrated in Figure 11(b). Following the notations
from Figure 11(a), i.e.Pout andPinn represent the two orthogonal extremities of the communication range relative to
the direction of the resident field vector of a current relay nodesnc, Φ(Pout) = ϕout andΦ(Pinn) = ϕinn the correspond-
ing field line indexes at the extremities of the communication range, then the normalized field line deviation function
can be defined as:

∆ f (sni ,snc,ϕ) =





∣∣∣1− ϕout−Φ(sni)
ϕout−ϕ

∣∣∣ , ifΦ(sni) > ϕ∣∣∣1− Φ(sni)−ϕinn
ϕ−ϕinn

∣∣∣ , ifΦ(sni)≤ ϕ
(9)

and the maximum progression deviation as:
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∆p(sni ,snc,ϕ) =
‖sni,Lmpp(snc,ϕ))‖

2Rc
(10)

whereRc represents the communication range.
Considersnc a current sensor node that executes the forwarding decision, andNBc the candidate list of 1-hop

neighbor nodes. Based on∆ f and∆p, a cost function can be defined and associated with each candidate nodesni ∈NBc

to penalize both deviations from the progress along a field line, as well as deviations from the reference field line itself,
given by the geographical location ofsni , as follows:

η(sni ,snc,ϕ) = β f ∆ f (sni ,snc,ϕ)+ βp∆p(sni ,snc,ϕ) (11)

This cost function effectively establishes a tradeoff between the two deviations when no candidate node is located at
the maximum progress point. To enable trade-off calibration, each deviation can be weighted. Letβ f andβp represent
preference tuning/weighting factors between field-line deviation and maximum progress deviation respectively. There
is no optimal selection of these weighting factors, as they are application specific. However, as a reference,β f > βp –
for rich path diversities, in order to minimize path deviations, andβ f < βp – for applications in which timely delivery
is paramount. Figure 12 presents another practical comparison between EFR and FPR’s forwarding strategies. As
it can be seen, assigning more weight to field line deviation,FPR can yield sequences of relay nodes with minimal
deviation from the field lines. Relation 11 can be, consequently, expressed equivalently as follows:

snk = Γ(sni ,ϕ) , Argminsni∈NBc {η(sni ,snc,ϕ)} (12)

We continue now with the evaluation of two important parameters: the maximal progress point coordinate, cf.
Figure 11(b), and the field line magnitude limits, cf. Figure11(a), required for evaluation of∆p and∆ f . Subsequently,
the FPR forwarding algorithm is being presented.

Maximum Progress Point. Determining the maximum progress pointLmpp(snc,ϕ) relative to a relay nodesnc and
reference field lineϕ is necessary for evaluation of the progress deviation factor ∆p. The maximum progress point is
given by the intersection of the communication disk∂(snc,Rc) of the current relay nodesnc, having a transmission
rangeRc, with the reference field lineϕ.

Traditionally, determination of the maximum progress point may be very difficult to be accomplished parametri-
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Figure 11: Deviation limits

cally, i.e. via solving a complex set of differential equations, and in some cases impossible as the set of differential
equations may not have a single solution. From a practical and feasible standpoint, considering the limited compu-
tational power sensor nodes posses, we propose an approach that relies on an important property of the electrostatic
field and electrostatic field lines. Specifically, the electric field is a continuum surface, and electrostatic field linesdo
not distinctively exists in the field, they are a mere abstract visual representation that aids describing the electrostatic
field intensity and direction of the field at arbitrary locations. However, the ”virtual” field lines, when visually repre-
sented, they do poses a non-braiding property which is relied upon to build non-braiding routes. To this end, rather
than parametrically determineLmpp(snc,ϕ), we rely on a numerical solution, which is based on the same concept that
underlies the visual representation of the electrostatic field lines in a 2D field, such as a computer screen.

Specifically, we determineLmpp(snc,ϕ) by effectively plotting a path-segment of the field line, in memory, by
each active relay node, and mapping the plot in the physical field. For this, we use the field line plotting algorithm
developed by L. Kirkup [33], which follows the field line pathconstruction mechanism devised initially by [45].
We subsequently refer to this mechanism as the Kirkup-Merrill field line calculation mechanism, or shorthanded as
KM-path mechanism.

According to [33], the KM-path mechanism relies on two important field line properties: (1) field line vector is
tangent and thus ”parallel” to the electrostatic field at thetangential point, and (2) the number of field lines per unit
area is proportional to the magnitude of the field at that point. Kirkup acknowledges Merrill [45] to be the first to
demonstrate that it is possible to use the first property to calculate the field line path. The main observation is that,
considering a field vector~E evaluated at a certain location(xc,yc) represented along the two cartesian coordinatesEx

andEy cf. Figure 13(a), a small displacementD along the field line from the current locationx,y can be made under
a linear approximation of a field segment of sizeD, as illustrated in Figure 13(b). The consequence is that, for very
small displacementsD, the triangles formed by the vectors in Figure 13(a) and 13(b) are similar. Consequently, the
displacement∆x and∆y along the cartesian axes can be computed trigonometricallyas:

∆x = D cosθ = DEx√
(E2

x+E2
y )

∆y = D sinθ =
DEy√

(E2
x+E2

y )

(13)

Complete end-to-end plot of a electrostatic field line can becarried by applying iteratively the relations 13. For
determiningLmpp(ϕ), a node needs determining only a small segment of the field line, not the entire field. For this,
the iterative process is initiated by the current relay nodesnc located at(xc,yc). Figure 14 illustrates the process. The
field line segment need not span outside the communication rangeRc, hence the iterative process termination criteria
can be formalized as:
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Figure 12: EFR vs FPR forwarding comparison where FPR’s weights of β f = .6 andβp = .4 favor reducing path
deviations. Scenario a)-b): nodesA andG are the best candidates according to the EFR and FPR forwarding strategies,
respectively.A provides maximum advancement, but yields significant deviation from the reference field line that may
cause overload ofA via path merging. Scenario c)-d): nodeD provides least advancement for FPR, increasing hop
count, however energy consumption balance is maintained bykeeping the relay node close to the reference lineϕ

‖(xc,yc),(xk,yk)‖ ≥ Rc (14)

where(xk,yk) represent the location obtained afterkth displacement operation, and‖(xc,yc),(xk,yk)‖ represents the
Euclidean distance between the two points. This condition stems from the definition of the maximal progress point,
which is defined at the boundary of the communication range, i.e.

‖Lsnc,Lmpp(snc,ϕ)‖ = Rc (15)

Algorithm 3.1.2 summarizes the steps required to calculatethe maximum progress pointLmpp(snc,ϕ). The algo-
rithm starts with an initial estimate of the maximal progress point, given as the intersection of the communication disk
edge∂(snc,Rc) with the segment determined by the tangent at the reference field lineϕ, cf. Lines 1-4. Iteratively, the
tangent segment is rotated clockwise or counter-clockwisein order to obtain closer maximal progress point estimates,
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cf. Lines 7-13. Algorithm terminates when a maximal progress point estimate has been determined with a predefined
accuracy thresholdε, cf. Line 6. The logarithmical reduction of the rotational amounts dictates the run-time com-
plexity of the algorithm ofO(lg m), wherem∼= πRc

ε represents the rotational resolution required to attain estimates
with accuracyε in the progressive plane cf. Figure 14. In general, larger network size and/or path lengths result in
better initial estimates of the maximal progress point, consequently the constant embedded in the run-time complexity
is small.

The accuracy of theLmpp(snc,ϕ) is given by the size of the field line displacementD, i.e. Lmpp(snc,ϕ),(xk,yk)‖ ≤
D. The runtime performance of the algorithm is approximatively O(Rc/D), i.e. linear with the number of displace-
ments within communication range (assuming linear approximation). As it can be seen, displacementD effectively
establishes a tradeoff between accuracy of field line representation and computational overhead. Determining the op-
timal tradeoff does not make the subject of this work and we consider it a configurable system parameter, however, we
note that it may be adjusted depending on the communication range and/or the length of the field lines.

In a sense, Algorithm 3.1.2 can be expanded to determine the entire field line within communication range, not
only in the progression field, effectively yielding a distributed variant of KM-path based electrostatic field line de-
termination. Accordingly, each sensor node builds only small parts of a field line, which we refer to as field line
fragments, with no global representation required. End-to-end routing along a particular field line is enabled by the
fact that sensor nodes associated with a particular route contain, collectively, all partitions of a complete electrostatic
field line. Figure 15 illustrates the distributed determination and representation of an electrostatic field line in a sensor
network.

Field Line Magnitudes Limits.
Normalized orthogonal deviations with respect to the field vector of the reference field lineϕ can be evaluated by

determining the ratio between the Euclidean distancedi of a particular sensor nodesni from the reference field line
to the maximum deviation space given by the communication range,Rc; specifically,∆ f = di

Rc
. Note that this method

represents an efficient, yet more precise, deviation measurement than the original definition based on field line indexes
c.f. relation 9, since it is evaluated in the close proximityof the maximal progress point and current sensor nodesnc.

This approach relies on the same assumption used for determining the KM-path: field line ”arch” between two
sampling pointsk−1,k can be linearly approximated if the KM-path field line displacementD is small. Consequently,
for a sensor nodesni , the distance between the node and the field line curvedi can be approximatively determined by
the height of the triangle(Lk−1,Lsni ,Lk), whereLk−1 andLk represent the two closest sample locations along the field
line toLsni , where{Lk−1,Lk} ⊂ L̃ f = {L1,L2, . . . ,Lmpp} represent the set of sample field line locations resulting from
execution of Algorithm 3.1.2. We refer to the process of determiningLk−1, Lk for a particular candidate relay nodesni

asfield line proximal sample search, and the respective field line samplesLk−1, Lk – proximal field line samples.
Assuming thatL f are being cached locally atsnc, the proximal field line samplesLk−1,Lk can be determined via
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binary search over̃L f . The run time of this process isO(lg|L̃ f |), where|L̃ f | represents the cardinality of field line
sampling set̃L f . Figure 16(a) illustrates this process. Subsequently, theheight of the triangle trivially by applying a
derivation of Heron’s formula, and it is given by the following relationship:

di =
2
c

√
s(s−a)(s−b)(s−c) (16)

and, correspondingly, the field line orthogonal deviation:

∆ f =
2

cRc

√
s(s−a)(s−b)(s−c) (17)
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Algorithm 1 Maximum Progress Point Evaluation

Input:
qsnk,{qsrc}: the sink and sources charges information,
ϕ: the original field line,
snc: the location of the current-relay sensor node,
Rc: the communication range
D: displacement
Output:
Lmpp(ϕ) - the maximum progress point w.r.t. to original field lineϕ
Algorithm:

1: Evaluate field vector~E at Lsnc using relation 5
2: k = 0
3: xk = xc

4: yk = yc

5: while ‖(xc,yc),(xk,yk)‖< Rc do
6: k← k+1
7: Determine∆x and∆y using relation 13
8: xk = xk−1 + ∆x

9: yk = yk−1 + ∆y

10: end while
11: Lmpp(snc,ϕ)← (xk,yk)

where:

a = ‖Lsni ,Lk−1‖
b = ‖Lsni ,Lk‖
c = ‖Lk−1,Lk‖
s= a+b+c

2

(18)

conform notations from Figure 16(b).
Forwarding Algorithm.

The field persistent node selection process is summarized inAlgorithm 2, and consists of the necessary steps to
perform the evaluation of expression 12. The complexity of the algorithm isO(n+ lgm), linear in the number of
candidate neighborsn = |NBi | of a current forwarding nodesnc, andm= πRc

ε , corresponding to Line 1 and Line 5 of
the Algorithm. The evaluation of the field line magnitudes limits, as well as the normalized deviations∆ f and∆p can
be evaluated in constant time.

There is one important aspect that remains to be addressed. The formalization of the field persistent forwarding has
been presented on an assumption that the current relay node residency field line coincides with the reference field line
ϕ. In reality, this need not be the case. To address this problem, we adopt an anchor based mechanism, which enables
virtualization of the location of a sensor relay to enable the aforementioned residency assumption, as long as distance
between the two locations, real and virtual, is within theoretical communication range. This approach enable a virtual
compensation of the path deviation, however, the two different paths, i.e. real and virtual, must remain tightly coupled
in order to ensure the communication range restriction throughout the route. These aspects are addressed next.

Path Deviation Compensation.
We formally define apathbetween two distinct sensor nodes as an acyclic sequence of relay nodes

ϒ =< sn1,sn2, . . .snk >, such that‖sni ,snj‖ ≤ Rc for any sub-sequence< sni ,snj >⊂ ϒ, where‖sni ,snj‖ represents
the Euclidean distance between the two sensor nodes’ locations. Under ideal conditions in which a sensor network is
infinitely dense (a continuum), given a reference field lineϕ, the shortest path, in terms of hop-count, associated to the
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particular reference field line, effectively consists of a sequenceϒ(ϕ) =< sn1,sn2, . . .snk > of (virtual) sensor nodes
all of which are residents on the reference field line, and each of which evenly spaced along the field line at a distance
Rc given by the boundary of the communication range, i.e.‖sni ,snj‖= Rc, for any sub-sequence< sni ,snj >⊂ ϒ(ϕ).
The corresponding sequence of 2D coordinates of the sensor nodes on pathϒ(ϕ), namely< L1,L2, . . . ,Lk > represent,
in fact, a sequence of maximal progress points along the samereference field line,< Lmpp1,Lmpp2, . . . ,Lmppk >.

Under realistic settings, however, in which sensor networkdensities are finite, not all of the sensor nodes that form
a real pathϒ(ϕ) =< sn1,sn2, . . .snk > will be residents of the associated reference field lineϕ. However, it is possible
to obtain a mapping fromϒ(ϕ) to ϒ(ϕ) paths, since the forwarding decision in MP-FPR is based on the distributed
set of maximal progress points, i.e.ϒ(ϕ). Accordingly, for each reference electrostatic field lineϕ between a source
and a sink node, two distinct paths are devised: avirtual path,ϒ(ϕ), and areal path,ϒ(ϕ). The mapping between the
two paths must satisfy the following property, whenever possible: for any real relaysni ∈ ϒ(ϕ), there exists a virtual
anchorsnj ∈ ϒ(ϕ) such that‖sni,snj‖< Rc. We refer to this property as thenode coupling property. Under the virtual
anchor model, forwarding decisions are made according to aninfinite dense network model, however, the actual relay
nodes in the real field represent mappings to respective anchors. Equivalently, actual relay nodessni act as ”hosts”, as
they perform the computations and communication tasks associated with a forwarding decision on behalf of a virtual
nodesnj situated atLmppj . Figure 17 illustrates the association of host nodes to virtual nodes.

The overhead of this virtualized routing approach consistsof sending one virtual locationLmppi (ϕ) along with the
payload message. Field persistent forwarding is evaluatedrelative to the current virtual location, rather than current
host node. i.e.Li ← Lmppi (ϕ), 1≤ i ≤ n.

The last remaining challenge is maintaining a tight coupling betweenϒ(ϕ) andϒ(ϕ) paths, i.e. ensure satisfac-
tion of the node coupling property whenever possible. An upper bound on the coupling between the two paths can
be quantitatively measured via a restricted, discrete Frechet distance metric, and the goal is to maintain the coupling
among the two paths bounded by a finite amount. A quick overview over the Frechet Distance is presented next.

Discrete Frechet Distance Overview
In mathematics, the Frechet distance is a measure of similarity between curves that takes into account the location

and ordering of the points along the curves.
Let A andB be two given curves. Then, theFrechet distancebetweenA andB is defined as the infimum over

all reparametrizationsα andβ of [0,1] of the maximum over allt ∈ [0,1] of the distance inS betweenA(α(t)) and
B(β(t)). In mathematical notation, the Frechet distance F(A, B) is:
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Algorithm 2 Forwarding Algorithm

Input:
qsnk,{qsrc}: the sink and sources charges information,
ϕ: the original field line,
snc: the location of the current-relay sensor node,
Rc: the communication range
ε: accuracy parameter
β f ,βp: the cost function weights for the field line deviation∆ f , respectively progress deviation∆p components
Output:
snnext - the identity of the next relay node
Algorithm

1: DetermineLmpp(ϕ) using Algorithm 3.1.2
2: Determineϕmax andϕmin

3: Evaluate∆ f cf. relation 9
4: Evaluate∆p cf. relation 10
5: snnext = Γ(sni ,ϕ), cf. relation 12
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Figure 17: Mapping of virtual nodes to host nodes. Virtual nodeVc is hosted by nodeS1, whereas the next virtual hop
Vn is hosted by nodeS4 ∈ NBS1

F(A,B) = infα,βmaxt∈[0,1] ‖A(α(t))−B(β(t))‖ (19)

The Frechet metric takes into account the flow of the two curves because the pairs of points whose distance
contributes to the Frechet distance sweep continuously along their respective curves. This makes the Frechet distance
a better measure for similarity of curves than alternatives, such as the Hausdorff distance. It is possible for two curves
to have small Hausdorff distance but large Frechet distance. If A and B are two curves, the decision problem for the
Frechet distance can be expressed as whetherF(A,B) < c, wherec is an arbitrary constant.

The discrete Frechet distance, also called the coupling distance, is an approximation of the Frechet metric for
polygonal curves, defined by Either and Mannila [56]. The discrete Frechet distance considers only the distance
between vertices of two polygonal representation of curves, without assessment of intermediary points along its seg-
ments. This special structure allows the discrete Frechet distance to be computed in polynomial time by an easy
dynamic programming algorithm.
Bounded Path Coupling for Minimal Path Deviation.

Because vertices in a real path are uniquely associated to vertices in the virtual path, a restricted version of the
discrete Frechet distance is necessary to accurately evaluate an upper bound on the coupling among the two distinct
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Figure 18: a) Example of a poor path coupling; severe path deviations may develop towards the sink node;F7 represents
the restricted, discrete Frechet distance among the two paths. b) Example of good path coupling, with minimal and
consistent path deviations throughout the route;F2 represents the restricted, discrete Frechet distance in this scenario.
It can be observed thatF2 < F7

paths. The restriction reduces the evaluation space to one,in which a vertexk in ϒ(ϕ) is evaluated against vertex
k in ϒ(ϕ). Figure 18 illustrates this evaluation for two different paths. As it can be observed, the distance between
two consecutive vertices, corresponding toϒ(ϕ) andϒ(ϕ), can vary significantly, because: (1) the virtual paths is
dictated by the communication range and the curvature of thefield line, whereas (2) the real path is dictated by the
local distribution of nodes in the vicinity of a host node. Consequently, large Frechet distances correlates to the case
in which path coupling is poor, i.e. large deviations exist among the two paths. The goal of this Section is to devise an
algorithm that can control the generation of anchor points in a manner in which path coupling is bounded and small.

Let dϒ(ϕ) = 1
n ∑i=n

i=2

∥∥Li−1,Li
∥∥, anddϒ(ϕ) = 1

n ∑i=n
i=2‖Li−1,Li‖ represent the average distance between consecutive

locations in the two associated paths paths, virtual and real path respectively. Note that, due to the ideal context in
which the virtualϒ(ϕ) is built, i.e. each subsequent relaysni+1 node is found at the boundary of the communication
rangeRc of the forwarding nodesni , thendϒ(ϕ) = Rc. In real conditions, it is expected thatdϒ(ϕ) < Rc, as it is may be
the case that forwarding nodes can not be found at the maximumprogress point location, however, it is expected that
dϒ(ϕ)→ Rc = dϒ(ϕ) as the density of nodesρ→ ∞.

In practice, network densities are finite. Consequently, the coupling distance betweenϒ(ϕ) and ϒ(ϕ), i.e.∣∣∣dϒ(ϕ)−dϒ(ϕ)

∣∣∣ is expected to grow, as a measure of increasing path deviations. This phenomenon is particularly

observed towards the end of long paths, in the vicinity of thesink nodes, as illustrated in Figure 18(a). However,
such deviations can be controlled and bounded. For this, we evaluate the inter-path coupling at each hopk, i.e. the
actual distance between the actual sensor nodesnk located atLk and the corresponding anchor point atLk = Lmppk,

i.e. δ(k)
ϕ,ϕ = ‖Lk,Lk‖. During a message forwarding step, run-time adjustments tothe process by which the anchors

are determined are needed in order to maintain the path coupling within predefined limits, equivalently, maintain the
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(a) using EFR

Figure 19: Energy Depletion Maps

following path coupling invariant:

δ(k)
ϕ,ϕ < ψ (20)

where 0< ψ < Rc.
Maintaining this invariant will ensure that the Frechet distance between the end-to-end real and virtual paths is

also bounded:

F(ϒ(ϕ),ϒ(ϕ)) < ψ (21)

The sequence of anchorsϒ(ϕ) along a reference field lineϕ is effectively dictated by two factors: distribution of
electrostatic charges, and the communication rangeRc. Recall that each anchor is dictated by the maximum progress
point evaluated via Algorithm 3.1.2. One can control the placement of a certain anchor point by effectively modifying
the communication range, namely using a virtual range parameterR′c such thatR′c≤Rc. This approach can effectively

reducedϒ(ϕ) = R′c≤ Rc. Thus, it is possible to control the execution of Algorithm 3.1.2 such thatδ(k)
ϕ,ϕ < Rc, as it will

be shown next.
Algorithm 3 represents an adaptation of the forwarding Algorithm 2 for arbitrarily dense networks that takes into

consideration the specifics of the anchor based forwarding and inter-path coupling issues to ensure minimal path
deviation and accurate field-line forwarding. The adaptation is performed in the loop between lines 4 and 11, and the
invariant in relationship 20 is ensured via the verificationat line 11. The evaluation of the algorithm is made relative
to the current virtual locationLcur(ϕ), initialized at line 2, and propagation of the maximal progress pointLmpp(ϕ) for
the next iteration is ensured in Line 12.

We conclude this Section with the following observation. Analogous to EFR [41, 31], the MP-FPR approach
proposed here is an instance of the trajectory-based forwarding (TBF) [42] paradigm. To specify a given trajectory,
the source selects aninitial outgoing angle(cf. ϕ in Figure 4(a)), which the relay-nodes carry over as part of the
transmission-packet. This is what enables the source to implement different policies ofalternatingamong routes: e.g.,
by discretizing the values ofϕ ∈ [0,2π], the family of possible routes can be indexed, and a bound canbe placed on
their total number. Clearly, this entails that some nodes’ locations may not belong to an actual route, however, in such
cases (as suggested in the original work [42]) the nodes willbe considered to belong to the closest route.
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Algorithm 3 Bounded Coupling Field Persistent Forwarding Algorithm

Input:
qsnk,{qsrc}: the sink and sources charges information,
ϕ: the original field line,
snc: the location of the current-relay sensor node,
Rc: the communication range
ε: accuracy parameter
ψ: maximum admissible path coupling value
ς: communication range regression rate
β f ,βp: the cost function weights for the field line deviation
∆ f , respectively progress deviation
∆p components
Lmpp(ϕ), the next virtual relay coordinates
Output:
snnext - the identity of the next relay node
Algorithm:

1: R∗← R
2: Lcur(ϕ)← Lmpp(ϕ)
3: repeat
4: DetermineLmpp(ϕ) using Algorithm 3.1.2 with communication rangeR∗ andLcur(ϕ)
5: Evaluate∆ f cf. relation 9
6: Evaluate∆p cf. relation 10
7: Determinesnnext by applying relation 12
8: Evaluate deviation distanceδ = ‖Lmpp(ϕ),Lsnnext‖
9: R∗← ςR.

10: until δ≤ ψ
11: EmbedLmpp(ϕ) in the forwarding message
12: Forward message tosnnext.

3.2 Boundary Effects and Method of Images

Some studies have proposed solutions to this problem [31, 52], but these methods yield complicated solutions, or even
elude closed-form solutions.

Recall that path merging of initially-different routes canalso happen at the geographic boundary of a given net-
work. The so-called boundary condition problem has been solved in [31, 52] via partial differential equations, however,
such solution is clearly not practical for WSN settings. Instead, the method adopted herein is based on a well known
physical heuristic, (method of images), within the same electrostatic framework, to achieve resolve the boundary prob-
lems in a simpler and distributed manner.

Let ∂R be the boundary of the deployment region. The goal is to reduce the severity of the path merging effects
near the boundary. Assuming that a chargeq1 is located at a distanced from the boundary (cf. Figure 20(a)). Finding
a potentialφ such that∇νφ = 0 for r ∈ ∂R will create a zero-potential effect on the boundary, thereby guiding the
field lines, and associated paths, away from its border. The method of images suggests to place an additional, virtual
chargeq2 at position−d from the boundary segment under consideration. For a given point on the boundaryr ∈ ∂R,
we obtain:

φ(r) = 1
4πε0

(
q1
|d| +

q2
|d|

)
(22)

and derive∇νφ(r) = 0 for r ∈ ∂R.
Knowing the geographical limits of the network (by either pre-loading it or executing an appropriate algorithm [13]),
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Figure 20: Method of Images: (a) A virtual chargeq2 and a zero potential at∂R. (b) Decreasing the boundary-paths
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each relay node can decidelocally whether to apply the method of images or not. If a given node isclose to the border,
it will include the virtual image charges in the calculationof its field vector. In the case a particular node is close to the
corner of the WSN boundary, more than one virtual charges maybe needed – e.g., 3 image charges are utilized for the
corner in Figure 20(c). We note that the method of images leans on a uniqueness theorem for the Laplace equation,
and can be applied to sufficiently regular boundaries.

3.3 Multi-Pole (MP) Protocol for Charge and Route Management in MP-FPR

One of the key advantages of multipole electrostatic routing is its capability to reduce MAC collisions by forming
mutually exclusive routing areas for each source (cf. Figure 8(b)). To realize such mutually exclusive areas, each
source needs to have an up-to-date information about the existing charges (sources) in the network. A dissemination
mechanism was suggested in [31], in which sink and source nodes advertise their locations and respective charges
by flooding. This may be a sound choice, assuming that the WSN is dense and the nodes’ locations are uniformly
distributed, since a significant fraction of sensor nodes can be expected to participate in relaying duties. However,
when path-merging occur, the flooding-based disseminationincurs costs that outweigh the benefits. To alleviate the
drawbacks of flooding-based dissemination, in this sectionwe present a light-weight, non-flooding protocol for the
maintenance of electrostatic multipole fields.

The MP-FPR protocol consists of three main protocol components:

• Query Dissemination and Charge Allocation

• Route Establishment

• Data Forwarding

Also, it is important to note that MP-FPR relies, in fact, on two distinct forwarding mechanisms. First, it relies the
electrostatic field line forwarding (EFL) for all heavy and long terms stream delivery, such as user payload information
from the source to the sink node. Specifically, EFL consist ofall the mechanisms discussed in Section 3.1 and 3.2, such
as the accurate field line forwarding and method of images respectivelly. For all other lightweight control messages
and related tasks, such as query dissemination, charge and part of the route establishment tasks, MP-FPR partly
relies on greedy shortest geographic path (SGP) routing mechanism similar to BVR [18], where packets are sent via
a geographically shortest path towards a known physical destination, for the following reason: it does not require
prior route testing or establishment, which is ideal for delivery of single-instance messages, such as dissemination of
QUERY messages, or short-lived streams, such as acknowledgment messages, which result in improvements in terms
of timely completion of control-related tasks, with corresponding reduced energy consumption.

The detailed protocol behavior and interplay of sink and source nodes in our Multi Pole Field Persistent Routing
protocol (MP-FPR) is shown in Algorithms 4 and 5. In sequel weprovide an overview of each protocol component
and the mapping of protocol related tasks to these algorithms, outlining the types and content of the main messages
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Table 1: MP-FPR Messages
Type Functionality Protocol Phase Forwarding Fields of Interest

QUERY Query Specification Wrapper Query Dissemination and Charge Allocation SGP Lsrc, Ce, Nr ,
UPDATE Charge Information Update Query Dissemination and Charge Allocation SGP Lsrc, Ce
RREQ Route Request (Probe) Route Establishment EFL Lsrc, Ce, r i , tsent

ACK Route Acknowledgment Route Establishment SGP Lsrc, r i
DATA User Data-Payload Wrapper Data Forwarding EFL r i , Data

utilized in each of the three protocol components. A summaryof these messages is presented in Table 1.

Query dissemination and charge allocation:This protocol component consists of messages generated by the sink
and has several goals. First is to forward the user query towards the source and is achieved through a QUERY message
sent by the sink with SGP forwarding towardsLsrc – the location within the area where data relevant to the query
should be collected from. A sensor node which is geographically closest toLsrc will assume the role of the source for
the given QUERY message, and initiate its processing. Second goal is to disseminate electrostatic charges information,
which consists of a set of (location, magnitude and expiration) information associated with each routing end-point,
i.e. source or sink node, in the network. For example, if there arem source nodes relaying data-streams to a common
sink, the QUERY message contains a setCe = {esnk}∪{ei|i ∈ 1,m} of electrostatic charges6. The sink node keeps
active sources informed about joining sources viaUPDATE messages (cf. Alg. 4, lines 5-7). Upon reception of an
UPDATEmessage, an active source updates its knowledge about othersource nodes, sets its active routes to pending,
and re-runs the route discovery due to possible changes in the routing behavior of intermediate nodes (cf. Alg. 5, lines
15-23). Third goal is to limit the number of alternative paths to be built in order to correspondingly bound the duration
of the route establishment protocol component. We refer to this limit as thepath diversity quota, and it can be either
user specified or system predefined. Path diversity quota is controlled via a numerical parameterNr = |Sf | embedded
in the body of the QUERY message.

The sink node initiates and is in charge for the completion ofthe query dissemination and charge allocation.
Algorithm 4 summarizes all the steps required by the sink to complete this task. It is important to note that the sink
node keeps track of all active sources (and their charges) inan appropriate data structure, as illustrated with the update
in line 8 of Algorithm 4. The sink unicasts the location of thenew source (src′) and the assigned charge to the active
sources (lines 5-7), and theQUERYmessage to the new joining source nodesrc′ (lines 8-9). Upon reception of a
QUERYmessage, the joining source node resets its state, parses the user query, and starts the route discovery, as
specified in lines 3-5, in Algorithm 5.

Whenever a new data source is added to the existing set of source-nodes, a new corresponding charge is added to
the virtual electrostatic field. The charge information is being updated at each of the source nodes via an UPDATE
message. For example, if there weremdifferent sources in the network, excluding the newest activated one by the last
QUERY message, thenm UPDATE messages are sent via the SGP forwarding mechanism toeach of them existing
source nodes. Upon receival of an UDPATE, route establishing process is re-initiated by the source nodes in order to
establish new families of routes that are consistent with the new charge distribution.

Route establishment:Initiated upon receiving a QUERY or UPDATE message at a source node, theroute establish-
mentis a two-phase, request-acknowledgment process. During the requesting phase, the source node selects outgoing
angles for the specified path diversity quota informationNr , and transmits a set of corresponding RREQ messages
alongdistinct electrostatic field lines towards the sink (cf. Alg. 5, lines6-10). A RREQ message carries a list of
network’s current chargesCe as well as the field line index (equivalently route index)r i ∈ Sf identifying the field
line a specific RREQ message is to be sent along. To amortize the associated transmission cost of the charges, this
information is sent only once along along RREQ messages, andcached locally by the route’s relay nodes; subsequent
DATA messages will not carry them. The source node will also incorporate its actual location informationLsrc in the
RREQ message such that sink’s maintains a more accurate representation of the actual sources. Note that the actual
source’s location may not coincide with the user-specified location within the QUERY message due to finite coverage
of the deployment area. A timestamptsent is also included in the RREQ message to assist in determiningthe quality

6In analogy to Coulomb’s Law [30], the electric charge assigned to a source is reciprocally proportional to the square of the relative distance
between the sink and the source. The charge of the sink is the inverse-sum of the all the charges of the individual sources.
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Algorithm 4 Sink behavior in MP-FPR routing protocol

Input
snk∈ R

2: position of sink node,L⊂ R
2×R×R: (position, charge, duration) of active sources

srci ,src′ ∈ R
2: geographic positions,q∈R: electric charge,t ∈R: duration time,ϕi : route identifier

Algorithm:
1: loop
2: if query injectedthen
3: src′,t,ϕ′← parse(userQuery)
4: q← createCharge(src′,snk)
5: for all active sourcessrci do
6: sendToNet(UPDATE(srci ,snk,(src′,q,t))
7: end for
8: L← L∪ (src′,q,t)
9: sendToNet(QUERY(src′,snk,userQuery,ϕ′,L))

10: else ifmessage receivedthen
11: if type(message) == RREQthen
12: srci ,varphii ← parse(message)
13: sendToNet(ACK(srci,snk,varphii))
14: else iftype(message) == DATAthen
15: extract sensor readings and present to user
16: end if
17: end if
18: end loop

(e.g. latency) of a specific route. We assume that nodes have loosely synchronized clocks [49].
If, upon the receival of a RREQ message, it is determined thatRREQ’s route exhibited an admissible latency,

the route is acknowledged, during theacknowledgment phase, by sending back a corresponding ACK message to the
specific source (cf. Alg. 5, lines 11-14). The route indexr i for the route that it acknowledges is included in the ACK
message. Note that ACK messages are sent back via the SGP mechanism towards the actual location of the source
Lsrc, and not via EFL mechanism the corresponding RREQ message was sent7. Every acknowledged route is added to
a source-maintained set of acknowledged routesSack

f ⊆ Sf , i.e., a pool of routes that are available for data forwarding.

Data forwarding: The DATA messages pertaining to a data-stream as a result of query processing are forwarded back
to the sink node as soon as a source has successfully discovered valid routing paths. DATA messages, which contain
user specified information as payload, are forwarded in an alternating manner among the individual routesr i from the
set of acknowledged routesSack

f , via the EFL mechanism. The source node adjusts the flow ratesper route based on
the electrostatic field (packets are sent proportionally tothe magnitude of the field, as suggested in [31]) (cf. Alg. 5,
lines 24-29). Upon receival, the sink node extracts the message payload and returns it to the user application (cf. Alg.
4, lines 14-16).

3.4 QoS-Control Framework Based on Virtual Electrostatic Charges

In this Section we present a mechanism that complements MP-FPR protocol’s functionality for ensuring certain
user-facing performance guarantees. Field persistent routing and method of images methodologies target primarily
network-oriented performances, such as network’s operational lifetime via advanced workload balancing techniques.
However, one needs also take into consideration the user-facing performance requirements and tolerances, to achieve
a feasible balance.

There are two important user-facing performance indicators of interest from a routing perspective: (1)reliability
and (2)timelinessof the data-stream delivery. The former concerns the fraction of the data-stream that was success-

7This is to prevent local-minima or other factors to affect the deliverability of the ACK message, thus increasing path diversity
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Algorithm 5 Source behavior in MP-FPR routing protocol

Input:
src,snk∈ R

2: geographic position,L⊂ R
2×R×R: (position, charge, duration) of known sources,R⊂ N:

acknowledged routes,P⊂ N: pending routes
p∈ R

2: geographic positions,q∈ R: electric charge,t ∈ R: duration time,ϕ ∈ R: route identifier,n∈N: maximum
number of routes
Algorithm:

1: loop
2: if message receivedthen
3: if type(message) == QUERYthen
4: L,n,snk← parse(message)
5: P,R← /0
6: for 1≤ i ≤ n do
7: ϕi ← 2π·i

n
8: P← P∪ϕi

9: sendToNet(RREQ(snk,src,ϕi ,L))
10: end for
11: else iftype(message) == ACK then
12: ϕ← parse(message)
13: R← ϕ
14: P← P\ϕ
15: else iftype(message) == UPDATE then
16: (p,q,t)← parse(message)
17: L← L∪ (p,q,t)
18: for all ϕi ∈ Rdo
19: P← P∪ϕi

20: R← R\ϕi

21: sendToNet(RREQ(snk,src,ϕi ,L))
22: end for
23: end if
24: else ifsensor readingd availablethen
25: if R 6= /0 then
26: ϕinit ← selectRoute(R)
27: sendToNet(DATA(snk,src,ϕinit ,L,d))
28: end if
29: end if
30: end loop

fully delivered to the user, while the latter concerns the end-to-end packet delivery latency of the data-packets within
the stream. MP-FPR relies on a rich family of paths, each of which used in alternation, as a load-balancing mecha-
nism. The satisfiability of the first performance indicator is consequently trivial: MP-FPR can be easily adapted for
alternating subsets of paths, rather than single paths at a time, for delivering copies of a data-packet, as a standard
mechanism for improving deliverability performance, therefore we do not pursue this topic further. Thetimelinessof
the data-stream delivery is, however, particularly challenging to achieve without directly affecting the workload bal-
ancing provisions that trivial route QoS control methodologies based on route suppression (illustrated in Figure 21(a))
may yield, especially considering the lifetime-critical regions in the immediate vicinity of source and sink nodes. We
thoroughly analyze the timeliness aspect in sequel.
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Figure 21: a) Route suppression model for routes QoS control: lengthy routes are discarded from the overall family of
routes; the utilization of the relay nodes in the immediate vicinity of source and sink nodes is subsequently affected b)
Route constraining model: constrain routes to be built within a smaller allowable routing field, in order to continue to
harness the electrostatic field based routing benefits with reduced path diversity impact

3.4.1 End-To-End Packet Delivery Latency Components

Let Tfi denote the amount of time a message spends within a given relay nodesni . We refer toTfi as the packet
forwarding time spent within an arbitrary host nodesni . The forwarding time accounts for the queuing timeTqi ,
processing timeTpi and outbound communication timeTci :

Tfi = Tpi +Tqi +Tci (23)

Assuming a pathϒ =< sn1,sn2, . . . ,snk > represented as an ordered sequence ofk sensor nodes, then the end-
to-end average packet delivery latencyTϒ represents the sum of the packet forwarding times within each relay node,
specifically:

Tϒ =
k

∑
i=1

Tfi =
k

∑
i=1

(Tpi +Tqi +Tci ) (24)

or, alternatively:
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Tϒ = k ·T f = k · (T p +Tq +Tc) (25)

whereT p, Tq, andTc represent theaverageprocessing, queuing and communication time allocated for forwarding
one data-message, under nominal conditions.

In this article we take a holistic approach: we aim at bounding the end-to-end packet delivery latencyTϒ by
controlling the length of the routes|ϒ|, specifically bounding the length of the longest admissibleroute.

3.4.2 Real Charges vs. Virtual Charges

The physical path and the length of the electrostatic field lines are entirely determined by the distribution of electro-
static charges in the network. For routing purposes, it is not necessary, and possibly unfeasible, to devise a methodol-
ogy to enable precise length-control of each route within the family of field lines. It suffices, however, to devise a set of
upper and lower bounds on the expected lengths of the electrostatic field lines, and devise a methodology to guarantee
that the length of the electrostatic field lines within a given family of field lines comply with the projected bounds.
Let snsrc andsnsnkdevise the two end-points of a family of routes. The corresponding chargesCsrc andCsnk determine
a family of electrostatic field linesSϕ, i.e. a set of field lines that have a common source charge and acommon sink
charge. LetLLSϕ andLUSϕ denote the lower and respectively upper bound on the lengthsof electrostatic field lines
within a familySϕ.

Recall that MP-FPR relies on a one-to-one mapping of the set of electrostatic charges to the set of source and sink
nodes in the network. Considering that the distance along a field line is evaluated in the Euclidean space, the length of
the shortest field line is given by the shortest distance between a pair of source and sink charges. At the other extreme,
it is known that the electric field is infinite, therefore someof the field lines are infinitely long. Let, ifLsrc andLsnk

represent the corresponding locations of the source and sink node (and associated charges). Formally, electrostatic
field lines between two point charges are natively bounded by:

{
LUSϕ = ∞
LLSϕ = ‖Lsrc,Lsnk‖ (26)

It is important to note that the lower-bound cannot be improved and it is limited by the physical domain. The
upper bound, however, can be reduced if the bijective model is relaxed and a surjective mapping is adopted instead. In
the latter mapping model, more than one charge can be associated with each of the source and sink nodes. A second
relaxation that needs to be made is that some of the additional charges need not physically coincide with either the
source/sink nodes. In this context, we distinguish two categories of charges:real chargesandvirtual charges. The real
charges represent the set of charges that collocate with theexisting source and sink nodes, whereas the virtual charges
can be understood as satellite charges, i.e. associated with a particular node, but not sharing the same location. Figure
22 illustrates the distinction and placement of real and virtual charges in the physical domain. The main idea consists
of associating the bounds in expression 26 with the virtual charges’ field lines, while enabling tighter bounds for the
real charges. This mechanism is explained next.

For convenience, given the specifics of the virtual charges,we represent their locations relative to their correspond-
ing real charges in a polar coordinate system, where the realcharges represent the origin of each coordinate system,
as illustrated in Figure 23.

3.4.3 Electrostatic Field Constrain with Virtual Charges

In this Section we rely, one more time, on the disjointness property of electrostatic field lines. Specifically, we exploit
the fact that distinct families of field lines do not intersect in the physical domain, as illustrated in Figure 24(a). Two
adjacent positive charges effectively creates a partitioning of the field plane in two sub-planes, with the property that
field lines originating at one positive charge will be constrained by the sub-plane field in which that particular charge
resides. Moreover, the field lines originating in one sub-plane will never cross the imaginary field partition boundary.
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Figure 24(b) illustrates the field-plane partitioning effect. Assuming that the positive charges have equal magnitude,
then the field line border is at mid-distance between the two positive charges. A snapshot of the real electrostatic
field captured in a simulated environment is illustrated in Figure 24(c). We subsequently refer to this effect as the
electrostatic field partitioning.

The role of the virtual charges is to create such field partitions in a controlled manner. Thus, it is possible to create
a closed sub-region in the field that fully constraints the path of a family of field lines via a small set of field partitions.
We refer to this sub-region as thebounding sub-field, and to the perimeter of the sub-region as thebounding box.
Figure 25 illustrates the bounding sub-field obtained with aminimum of 4 field partitions via 4 virtual charges. For
simplicity, and without loss of generality, we assume that charges have equal magnitudes.

3.4.4 Tight Upper Bounds via Bounding Box and Bounding Sub-Field

The upper boundLUSϕ is dictated by the perimeter of the bounding box of the sub-field, which can be evaluated
trigonometrically. In this section we devise the upper bound under the following simplifying assumptions: (1) the
magnitude of the virtual charges equals the magnitude of theassociated real charges, i.e.|V+

1 | = |V+
2 | = |R+| and

|V−1 | = |V−2 | = |R−| (cf. notations in Figure 25), (2) the radial distance between virtual and corresponding vir-
tual charges is equal, i.e. considering the Euclidean distance between charges,‖LV+

1
,LR+‖ = ‖LV+

2
,LR+‖ = 2r and
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‖LV−1
,LR−‖= ‖LV−2

,LR−‖ = 2r, for some constantr, whereLV+
1

, LV+
2

, LR+ , LV−1
, LV−2

, LR− represents the coordinates
of the respective charges from Figure 25, and (3) charge angular placement is symmetric, each virtual charge being
placed at an angleα from its respective coordinate system w.r.t. to the conventions established in Figure 23. Figure 26
illustrates the bounding sub-field that conforms to these simplifying assumptions.

Consequently, the longest field line that can be created within a bounding sub-field is smaller than or equal with
half of the perimeter of the corresponding bounding box, plus the distance from each real charge to the closest vertex
of the subfield. For example, according to notations in Figure 26, the upper bound on the length of the field lines can
be reduced to:

LUSϕ = 2Le·= 2(Lx +Ly +Lz+Ld) (27)

whereLe = Lx + Ly + Lz represents the the length of an edge of the field bounding box,while Ld the distance to the
closest vertex on the bounding box. Applying basic trigonometry:





Lx = r tanα
Ly = r cotα
Lz = L

2sinα
Ld = r cosα

(28)

whereL = ‖R+,R−‖= ‖Lsrc,Lsnk‖ represents the Euclidean distance between the source and sink node.
Consequently, the new, tighter bounds on the lengths of the electrostatic field lines are given by:
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{
LUSϕ = ‖Lsrc,Lsnk‖ 1

sinα + 2r
sinαcosα +2r cosα

LLSϕ = ‖Lsrc,Lsnk‖
(29)

3.4.5 User Delay Tolerance Specification

The perimeter of the bounding box can be adjusted based on a user delay tolerance specification. Given that the
minimum end-to-end delivery latencyTmin is dictated by the distance between the source and sink nodes, the user
can specify the delay tolerance relative to the latency along the shortest path. This specification method is preferred
as the lower bound on the end-to-end latency can vary greatlydue to particular proximity of a source node to the
corresponding sink. Accordingly, the user may specify the tolerance of end-to-end delivery latencyincreaserelative
to the shortest absolute end-to-end latency. If we denoteδt ≥ 1 as the relative tolerance specification, the maximum
admissible delivery latency acceptable by the user isTmax= δtTmin. Correspondingly, the following relation holds true:

δt =
LUSϕ

LLSϕ
=

1
sinα

+
2r

‖Lsrc,Lsnk‖

(
1

sinαcosα
+cosα

)
(30)

Relation 30 represents the fundamental relationship between the user delay tolerance specification and the place-
ment of the virtual charges, under the model considered. Figure 27 charts the dependency between the radialr and
angularα placement of the virtual charges, and the expected admissible delay increase tolerance, for various place-
ments of the source and sink nodes. According to these charts, the following important observations can be made:
(1) the feasible angular placement domain of the virtual charges is 0◦ << α << 90◦, because, as it can be observed,
δt →∞ for α→ 0 orα→ π/2; (2)α andr represent control parameters for the perimeter of the bounding box to match
user delay tolerances.

Given a user tolerance specification and a pair of source-sink charges, Algorithm 6 specifies the recommended
strategy for calibrating the sub-field based on the user delay increase tolerance specificationδt . The strategy is based
on the following desideratum: maximize the span-area for the lifetime-critical regions around the source/sink nodes,
which are directly controlled by the radial parameterr of the location of the virtual charges, as illustrated in Figure 26.
Accordingly, the strategy consist of identifying the angular position of the virtual charges that requires farthest place-
ment along the radial dimension that allows satisfiability of δt . To enable this, based on relation 30, the dependency
of the radial placementr on the placement of the source and sink nodes, toleranceδt and angular placementα can be
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specified through a functionfr(Lsrc,Lsnk,α) as follows:

r = fr(Lsrc,Lsnk,α) =
‖Lsrc,Lsnk‖

2
· δt sinα−1

sinαcosα+ 1
cosα

(31)

Algorithm 6 is an instance of a binary search, with an expected logarithmic run-time performance. Placed in the
context of the charts in Figure 27, the algorithm effectively searches for the appropriate angular placement of the
virtual charges that will allow maximization of the radial parameterr. It is important to note that this algorithm needs
to be executed only once for each query submitted, prior to route establishment phase of the MP-FPR protocol, and
the results can be locally cached at the source node for subsequent reference. Subsequently, bothr andα parameters
must be embedded in the body of the RREQ messages in order to enable constructions of QoS enabled routes.

3.5 Experimental Evaluation

In this section we experimentally compare the energy consumption patterns and lifetime performance of MP-FPR
protocol with the current state of the art, EFR. The analysisconsiders the possible impact of various network settings,
such as:

• density of sensor nodes

• distribution of sensor nodes in the network

• end-to-end path diversity

under sustained network load, via long-running queries
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Algorithm 6 Bounding Box Calibration; Determining the Coordinates of the Virtual Charges

Input:
Lsnk,{Lsrc}: source and sink node location information
δt : user latency increase tolerance specification,
ε: calibration accuracy
Output:
α - angular coordinate of the virtual charges
r - radial coordinate of the virtual charges
Algorithm:

1: L←‖Lsrc,Lsnk‖
2: Lα← 0 // lower limit
3: Uα← π/2 // upper limit
4: rprev = 0
5: α = Uα+Lα

2
6: r ← fr(Lsrc,Lsnk,α) // cf. relation 31
7: while |r− rprev|> ε do
8: if r > rprev then
9: Lα← α

10: else
11: Uα← α
12: end if
13: α = Uα+Lα

2
14: r ← fr(Lsrc,Lsnk,α)
15: end while

3.5.1 Simulation Settings

The experiments were performed using the SIDnet-SWANS simulator [22, 1] for WSN. SIDnet-SWANS is an open-
source large scale sensor network simulator, which facilitates fast algorithmic implementation on a sensor network
comprising a large number of sensor nodes. SIDnet-SWANS is built on the scalable architecture of JiST-SWANS [2],
which in turn is based on a high-performance JiST (Java in Simulation Time) engine. When compared to other popular
options for sensor network simulation such as ns-2, SIDnet-SWANS enabled us to prepare and perform a large body
of experiments in a relatively short amount of time in an environment comprising hundreds of simulated sensor nodes.
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used for single source. For multi-source, 3 placements –with 2, 3 and 4 sources– were used. Notice that due to
symmetry, these placements capture the most representative deployments.

On the other hand, as far as network stack correctness is concerned, it carries adapted version of ns-2’s MAC802.15.4
protocol and same signal propagation models.

The simulation consisted of a 750 homogeneous nodes having the following configuration: (i) 20,000 bps transmis-
sion/reception rate on the MAC802.15.4 protocol, (ii) 5 seconds idle-to-sleep interval (i.e., nodes not along an active
route go to sleep after 5 seconds of idle time, to preserve battery power), and (iii) power consumption characteristics
based on the Mica2 Motes specs. To reduce the simulation time, while preserving the validity of the observations, a
small fully-charged battery with an initial capacity of 35 mAh powered each node. This battery load projects a lifespan
of several tens of hours under moderate load. The evaluations focus on long-term continuous queries (transferring of
large amounts of data).

The experimental evaluation concerning the impact of node density variations corroborated with various path
diversity instances consists of the following scenarios. We configured 6 single-source and 3 multi-source scenarios,
as illustrated in Figure 28. Each scenario was tested for 2 densities (25 and 12 neighbors per node, on average) and
for 3 different number of paths between source(s) and sink (15, 30 and 50 paths) as a path diversity property. Each
tuple [scenario (9), density (2), number of paths (3)] was tested on 30 different random and uniformly distributed
deployments, resulting in a total of 1620 experiments.

It is important to remark that in our simulation setup, we vary the network density by adjusting the length of the
sensing area rather than changing the power of the transceiver of individual nodes, in order to maintain consistency
across simulations with respect to energy consumption.

3.5.2 Impact of Network Density on Network Lifetime

We reiterate EFR’s main weakness: the number of paths is limited by the number of neighbors. This leads to energy-
imbalances, and as a consequence, shorter network lifetime.

Figure 29 depicts scenarios where the number of paths is 50 (greater than the average number of neighbors of
source/sink nodes). The bars represent the average over allsingle and multiple source deployments (i.e. over 180
instances for single-source and 90 instances for multi-source).

There are different definitions of the concept of a lifetime [14] in WSN and in our experiments we focused on
the following three criteria: – the time until the very first node dies; – the time until 5% of the nodes die; – the time
until 10% of the nodes die. Figure 29 gives a break-down on these 3 different network lifetime metrics. Namely, for
a lifetime metric of 10% of dead nodes and a density of 12 nodesper neighbor, MP-FPR achieves 6.8 hours (40%)
of additional lifetime in single source scenarios, and 3.7 hours (35%) in multiple source scenarios. When the lifetime
metric is reduced to 5% of dead nodes or to the first dead node, the improvements are even higher for single source
scenarios (60%). This proves the effectiveness of field-persistent forwarding in unmerging paths in spite of the initial
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Figure 29: Impact of network density on lifetime. For a density of 12 neighbors per node, MP-FPR performs signifi-
cantly better than EFR. As the density increases, the difference in performance decreases.

limitation imposed by the number of neighbors.
When the density of the network increases to 25 neighbors pernode, the difference between EFR and MP-FPR

decreases (between 15% and 30% for single source, and 20% formultiple sources). This occurs due to the fact that
path-merging effects decrease as the density increases.

Figure 29 also shows that the lifetime of both routing schemes degrade with reduced network density. This happens
because in sparser networks the path-length increases and consequently more energy is consumed on each end-to-end
transmission (recall that the density is modified by extending the area instead of decreasing the transmission range).

3.5.3 Impact of Path Diversity on Network Lifetime

We now present the impact ofpath diversityon the lifetime of the network. Figure 30 gives a break-down of network
lifetime metrics under 15, 30 and 50 routes in single-sourceand multi-source settings for a density of 12 neighbors
per node.

One of the key motivations of multi-path routing is that a larger number of allowable routing paths should yield
better energy load-balancing, and consequently, better lifetimes. However, Figure 30 shows that increasing the number
of paths has negligible effects on EFR because in all cases the number of paths is already greater than the number of
neighbors of the source nodes, which limits the effective paths used in EFR. On the other hand, MP-FPR shows an
improvement when the number of paths is increased from 15 to 30, but not a significant improvement from 30 to
50. This happens because there exists a maximum number of admissible paths, asaturation point, beyond which no
additional lifetime gain can be obtained, due to finite nodesdensities.

The important observation is that thepath saturation pointof path diversity represents an important configuration
parameter for field-based routing schemes, and hence shouldnot be considered lightly.The advantage of MP-FPR is
that it increases significantly the path-saturation point and hence allows for better load balancing.

3.5.4 Work-load Balancing

We compare load balancing by evaluating the standard deviation of the residual energy of the relay nodes that are
involved in routing. Figure 31 shows that for a network density of 12 neighbors per node, on average, MP-FPR
achieves significant improvements over EFR in both single-source (68%) and multi-source (56%) scenarios. For a
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Figure 30: Impact of path diversity on lifetime. For a density of 12 neighbors per node, increasing the number of paths
improves the performance of MP-FPR due to its “unmerging” characteristic, while EFR does not benefit from adding
more paths.

network density of 25, this difference decreases, confirming the key benefit: due to its “unmerging” characteristic,
MP-FPR efficiency increases as the network density decreases. Towards the end of simulation, the overall standard
deviation decreases because most nodes’ reserves convergetowards the residual energy limit (5%).

3.5.5 Impact of Network Discrepancy on Network Lifetime

We continue the experimental evaluation by exploring a different and interesting network dimension: deviation from
normal distribution of nodes’ placement. Networkdiscrepancyis a measure of such deviation, where nodes clustering,
i.e. isolated areas of high and low-densities of nodes, may form. We postulate that, in addition to the network
density, the discrepancy of nodes distributions represents another measure that can affect the lifetime-performanceof
the multipath routing. As an illustration, consider Figure32. It illustrates three different network deployments, all
of which having the same density (in terms of the number of nodes in the overall geographic area of interest), but
different discrepancy-properties which, in turn, could have a different impact on the routing algorithms performance.
This is particularly the case since highly discrepant networks manifest strong local variations in network densities
among different regions of the same network, which can accentuate the path merging effects manifested in EFR within
sparser regions.

A brief theoretical overview regarding the discrepancy of apoint-set is presented next, followed by a reiteration of
the node density and path diversity evaluation along the discrepancy dimension.
Discrepancy of a Point Set.Given ad-dimensional unit cubeCd = [0,1)d, the discrepancy of a discreten-point set
S⊂Cd measures how much the distribution of the elements ofS deviates from the uniform one [38]. We note that,
unlike d = 1, in the cases ofd ≥ 2, there may be different criteria of uniformity (e.g., vertices of a square grid vs.
equilateral triangles in 2D) and sets that have a good discrepancy for one distribution, may have a bad discrepancy for
another. Letd = 2 and letA(R)denote the area of an axis-parallel rectangleR. The discrepancy ofSfrom the uniform
distribution onR, is defined as:

D(S,R) = nA(R)−|S∩R| (32)

Letting R2 denote the collection of all axis-parallel rectanglesR, thediscrepancyof S overR2 is defined as:
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Figure 32: Discrepancy of Nodes Distributions

D(S,R2) = sup
R∈R2

|D(S,R)| (33)

As an illustration, Figure 32 shows three 2D point-sets withdifferent distributions and the corresponding val-
ues of the respective discrepancies (cf. [24]), which are actual snapshots of the nodes’ locations used for different
deployments used during experimental evaluation.

In general, for ann-point set S and another setM, the discrepancy ofS with respect toM can be de-
fined asD(S,M) = |n · A(M ∩ [0,1]2)− |S∩M||. Thus, the discrepancy can be also defined as function ofn as
D(n,M) =inf (D(S,M)), where the infimum is taken over all|S| = n. We note that, unliked = 1, in the cases of
d≥ 2, there may be different criteria of uniformity (e.g., vertices of a square grid vs. equilateral triangles in 2D) and
sets that have a good discrepancy for one uniform-distribution, may have a bad discrepancy for another.

A plethora of application domains have relied upon results from the discrepancy theory – e.g., numerical integra-
tion and complexity theory [11], computer graphics and pattern recognition (super-sampling) [15]. Methodologies
have been proposed for computing a discrepancy of a given set, as well as ensuring upper/lower bounds on generated
sets [11, 15, 47]. However, this apparatus has not yet been fully utilized in WSN settings and the work comprised in
this article only considers it from an experimental evaluation standpoint.

Experimental Setup. Firstly, we considered three different distributions of the nodes’ locations (cf. Figure 2), for
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which the respective discrepancies’ values were 0.01, 0.02, and 0.04, obtained using an implementation of the al-
gorithm in [24]. In addition, the parameter space included:(1) – density, in terms of the average number of 1-hop
neighbors, with values 8, 12, and 24, obtained by varying thedimensions of the sensing field. The choice of these
values was based on approximating the number of neighbors toensure the connectivity in a random graph (cf. [7, 34]).
Although 24 may be too large for practical applications, we wanted to also create settings most favorable for ERF. (2)
– paths diversity, in terms of maximum allowable alternative source-sink paths: 15, 30 and 50 paths. In the sequel,
we present the average of the observation of 50 runs for each parameter-vector (a total of 450 simulations), where we
varied the length of the(sink,source)distance between 10% and 80% of the diagonal of the rectanglebounding the
network, and we used up to 4 sources for a given sink.
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Figure 33: Impact of Density

Load-Balancing. We first present the observations regarding the benefits thatMP-FPR yields on the load balancing,
in terms of the deviation of the residual energy among the nodes. Figure 34 illustrates the impact of the discrepancy
on the load balancing, under medium-density conditions. Asit can be seen, consistent benefits of 57% and 50% are
recorded in single- and multi-source scenarios under highly discrepant distributions having a discrepancy coefficient of
0.04. Even under very uniform distributions, albeit lower,the benefits of 54% and 36% respectively are still significant.
The conclusion is that MP-FPR is significantly less sensitive to deviations of particular nodes distributions than EFR,
majorly due to its path-splitting capability.
Network Lifetime. Once again, as a consequence of the better balancing of the residual energy, MP-FPR ultimately
yields benefits in terms of prolonging the networks lifetime. Correspondingly, Figure 33 presents a tabular summary
of the averaged values of our experimental observations (due to a lack of space, we do not report more detailed
results. The columns labelled with ”+%” present the benefitsof the MP-FPR in terms of percentage increase of the
network’s lifetime, when compared to the EFR. In all but extremely (unrealistically) dense network scenarios, the
single-source settings’ benefits of MP-FPR increase with the increase of the discrepancy of the nodes distribution. In
multiple sources scenarios, this trend continues to hold inthe sparse networks conditions, giving consistently better
performances in the other cases. Recall that the reason for considering densities of 24 neighbors per node is to cater
the fact that EFR performs best in (theoretically) infinitely dense networks, but degrades significantly in sparser ones.
As demonstrated, MP-FPR improves in such trends, which is a key contribution of this work. The scenarios in which
the discrepancy is high (0.04) and nodes densities are relatively small (i.e. 8 one-hop neighbors) are extremes, where
most of the tested deployments exhibited disconnected topologies, hence we do not report for these settings.
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Figure 34: Load-balance vs. Discrepancy
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Figure 35: Impact of Number of Paths

The last set of experiments is summarized in Figure 35, whichillustrates the importance of having a broader
family of routes used in alternation. As it can be seen, both EFR and MP-FPR benefits from increasing the number of
admissible paths, albeit EFR improves marginally beyond the 15 routes mark as the effective number of routes EFR
actually uses, due to early path-merging effects, is much lower. However, in both single and multiple source scenarios,
MP-FPR reaches a ”plateau” at around 30 admissible paths, beyond which no additional lifetime gains are reported.

3.5.6 Virtual Charges Evaluation

In this Section we experimentally demonstrate the effectiveness of manipulating virtual charges for the purpose of
controlling one important QoS metric, namely end-to-end data-packet delivery latency. We specifically study the
geographical-proximity impact that virtual charges have over the electrostatic field lines, associated routes and corre-
sponding packet delivery performance. The experimental setup consists of a fixed pair of source and sink nodes and
their associated real charges, with a pair of virtual charges positioned around each of them at predefined locations.
The experimental investigation has been performed along the two dimensions of a polar coordinate representation of
the virtual charges (cf. Figure 23):
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• angular coordinate dimension

• radial coordinate dimension

We have performed the evaluation with two sets of source-sink placements, as illustrated in Figure 36. The network
consists of 1,250 homogeneous sensor nodes, uniformly distributed in a rectangular area. Experiments have been run
under a lower network density setting of 12 neighbors per node conform Section 3.5.3, which achieves an adequate
tradeoff between good end-to-end connectivity while preventing high latency variability due to local minima effects
found in lesser dense networks. Evaluation along the angular dimension has been performed on an interval between
[15◦,75◦]. The evaluation along the radial dimension has been evaluated over the[2Rc,10Rc] interval, which covers
both proximal as well as distant virtual charges. Each of theplacements has been reevaluated 10 times with different
node deployment seeds.

Sensor Network

Sink
A

B
C

D
E

F

G F I

Single-Source Scenarios: I -> A, F -> D

Sink

Source

Source

Figure 36: Query setup with two different source-sink queries scenarios for virtual charges evaluation

The experimental evaluation criteria are twofold: (1) we primarily evaluate the impact on the end-to-end packet
delivery latency of various virtual charges placement setups, and (2) analyze the energy consumption balancing degra-
dation that the corresponding virtual charges may introduce. For the latter criterion, we have specifically devised three
sampling regions within the sensor network to independently assess the impact in the immediate vicinity of source and
sink nodes – which represent routing bottlenecks and an energy consumption hot-spots, as well as in mid-network.
Figure 37 illustrates these independent assessment regions.

It is important to understand that the amount of control virtual charges provide over the end-to-end packet delivery
latencies is not unbounded, and the range of control is givenby two factors: (1) network deployment area size, which
dictates the upper bound on the end-to-end latencies, and (2) distance between source and sink nodes, which sets the
lower bound (i.e. shortest-path routing). Recall that multi-path routing is only possible if a certain latency increase is
tolerable as a tradeoff for extended lifetime, and virtual charges are used to provide a mechanism to contain the latency
performance within user specified margins. The naive approach to achieve this desideratum isroute suppression, i.e.
route latency probing and subsequent discarding of routes that exceed the performance limits. Such a mechanism can
be easily achieved through a TTL-like (Time-To-Live) parameter, which can be used to set the maximum admissible
hop-count along a route. Route suppression, however, directly reduces path diversity. As we have demonstrated, poor
path diversity is one of the key factors that negatively impact the node utilization around the source and sink nodes,
with a direct consequence over the lifetime of the sensor network. Thus, route suppression mechanism is a poor choice
for a lifetime-conscious way of controlling QoS metrics such as end-to-end packet delivery latency. As the following
experimental results will demonstrate, the containment effect the virtual charges create, in a sense, allows for a more
localized path diversity reduction, with a primary impact in mid-network, away from the critical regions surrounding
the source and sink/nodes, while maintaining an uniform distribution of routes around the source and sink nodes.

3.5.7 Impact of Virtual Charges’ Angular Coordinates

For this test, the radial coordinate has been fixed at an arbitrary point on the assessment interval[2Rc,10Rc], for
example and without loss of generality, at the median point 6Rc, whereRc represents the communication range. The
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(a) Sampling Regions - Electric Field Radiography (b) Sampling Regions - Simulator Snapshot

Figure 37: Energy Balancing Performance Assessment Regions. Region A - vicinity of the source node; Region B -
vicinity of the sink node; Region C - mid-network performance

(a) Virtual Charges positioned at 30◦ (b) Virtual Charges positioned at 45◦ (c) Virtual Charges positioned at 60◦

Figure 38: Field Lines Snapshot Corresponding to Three Angular Assessment Points of Virtual Charges

angular dimension impact has been assessed along the angular interval of[15◦,75◦]. Figure 38 illustrates the resulting
electrostatic field line at three distinct points on the interval, namely 30◦, 45◦ and 60◦.

The end-to-end packet delivery latency results are summarized in Figure 39. There are two important aspects of
the relationship between the end-to-end packet delivery latency and the angular position of virtual charges to be noted.
First, there exists a strong correlation between delivery latencies and the existance/absence of virtual charges altogether
in the setup. For example, in the standard MP-FPR setup, i.e.without virtual charges, it can be observed that the laten-
cies are predominantly larger; without virtual charges, these latencies are practically bounded by one factor: network
deployment area size, i.e. the longest paths are determinedby the boundaries/perimeter of the network. When virtual
charges are added, the lengths of the longest paths are reduced due to the containment effect of the virtual charges, thus
reducing the length of the corresponding routes. Secondly,there can be seen a quasi-linear relationship between the
angular coordinate of the virtual charges and the end-to-end packet delivery latencies. Specifically, delivery latency
is inversely proportional to the angular position displacement of the virtual charges. This is a direct consequence of
the corresponding reduction of the spread of the contained field lines and associated routes as observed in Figure 38,
where shorter field lines are obtained when virtual charges are positioned in the upper range of the assessment interval,
i.e. > 60◦.

Figure 40 captures the energy (im)balance variations as thevirtual charges are added, as well as the impact of their
specific angular positions. As it can be observed, the impacton the energy consumption patterns is reduced and is,
again, dictated by the amount of end-to-end packet deliverylatencies reduction one intends to achieve. This trade-off
can be observed by correlating the latency improvement benefit, as illustrated in Figure 39, with the corresponding
cost in terms of energy consumption imbalance, as illustrated in Figure 40. For example, for a maximum reduction
of 60% of the latency metric, the impact on the energy balancing metric, i.e. standard deviation of energy reserves,
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Figure 39: End-to-end packet delivery latency dependency on virtual charges placement along angular dimension
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Figure 40: Impact of virtual charges placement along angular dimension over the standard deviation of residual energy
levels

is below 5% in the critical regions A and C that surround the source and sink nodes, and below 30% in mid-network.
However, for more moderate reduction in packet delivery latencies, which corresponds to virtual charges positioned at
15◦ and 6Rc, the delivery latencies are reduced by 30%, while at the sametime the energy balancing metric improves
by 5% in regions A and C, and by up to 15% in region B. The reason for the improvement is that more field lines are
contained within certain lengths limits and thus are usablefor routing purposes, increasing path diversity – the main
property that promotes energy balancing performance.

3.5.8 Impact of Virtual Charges’ Radial Coordinates

For this evaluation, the angular position of virtual charges has been fixed at 45◦, and the five experimental assessment
points have been defined along the radial coordinate dimension at 2Rc, 4Rc, 6Rc, 8Rc and 10Rc, whereRc represents the
communication range. Sample configurations and the corresponding electrostatic field lines are illustrated in Figure
41. As it can be observed, placing virtual charges closer to their corresponding real charges has a containment effect
over the field lines and associated routes, leading to shorter end-to-end routes. Clearly, as virtual charges converge
towards the location of the source-sink nodes, the maximum packet delivery latencies converge towards the ones given
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(a) Virtual Charges at 2Rc (b) Virtual Charges at 4Rc (c) Virtual Charges at 6Rc

Figure 41: Field Lines Snapshot Corresponding to Three Radial Assessment Points of Virtual Charges

by a shortest path route between the source and sink node. Alternatively, placing the virtual charges farther away
relaxes the containment region and increases the path-lengths.

Specifically, Figure 42 confirms the direct dependency of end-to-end packet delivery latencies to variations in
placement of virtual charges along the radial dimension. What is interesting to observe, however, is that the level
of control achieved not significantly different than along the angular dimension, although the radial dimension does
enable control over the entire latency interval, i.e. between lower bound dictated by source and sink locations, and
upper latency bound dictated by network bounds, whereas angular dimension is limited by the[0◦,90◦] interval of
practical applicability.
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Figure 42: End-to-End packet delivery latency dependency on virtual charges placement along radial dimension

Figure 43 illustrates the impact of virtual charges placement variation along the radial dimension to the energy
consumption balancing performance. Although one may observe that the impact is marginally higher under the most
latency-restrictive settings, i.e. from an up to 10% in the critical regions A and C surrounding the source and sink
nodes, to up to 50% in the mid-network region B, granted that lower delivery latencies are achieved. Disruption
of the energy consumption balance in the middle area of the network are expected and are normal, since routes are
constrained within a smaller admissible routing region; atan extreme, routes converge towards shortest-path routing
type. As opposed to shortest path routing, however, if marginal latency degradation is admissible, significant lifetime
extensions can be achieved by placing pairs of virtual charges to: (1) control the latency performance and (2) control
the energy consumption balancing primarily in the regions surrounding the source and sink nodes.
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Figure 43: Impact of virtual charges placement along radialdimension over energy consumption balancing perfor-
mance

4 Related Work
The studies of load balancing in wireless sensor networks (WSN) have had different motivations. One of them is
due to the observation that shortest path (and, in general, single-path) routing algorithms unevenly deplete the energy
reserves. When source-sink pairs are selected at random, the center of the network handles most of the communication
costs, and as a consequence, its energy is consumed at a faster rate [35, 59]. The uneven utilization of energy resources
reduces the lifetime of the network and causes holes, however, it has already been demonstrated that achieving a
completely balanced energy depletion in WSN settings is, ingeneral, impossible and approaches like q-switch routing
were introduced, aiming at sub-balanced energy depletion [58].

Multipath routing has been identified as an option for load balancing, but not just any multipath technique would
do. In [21], the authors show that in order to be effective, multipath routing should not select theK-shortest paths
but rather select paths that spread the traffic across the network. Based on this insight, several important contributions
have been proposed for single-sink single-source scenarios [44, 39, 6, 53, 29]. However, these techniques have a major
limitation on single-sink multiple-source scenarios: simultaneous paths between the different sources intersect each
other creating severe contention in the wireless medium, imposing overhead on the MAC layer.

In the context described above, the field-based routing has been identified as a paradigm for better load balancing in
single-sink multiple-source scenarios. The expanding characteristic of the electric fields allow the spreading of paths
across the network, and the attraction-repulsion characteristic of the electric charges determines mutually exclusive
routing areas for each source. In [41], Nguyen et al. describe a distributed, stateless, multi-path electrostatic routing
scheme (EFR). Their approach demonstrates scalability, robustness, higher delivery ratio and lower overheads when
compared to LAR, DREAM, GPSR and AOMDV. However, Nguyen et al. are oblivious to the problem of network
boundaries, that is, paths directed towards the borders of the network merge into a single path stressing the use of
energy on these nodes.

As for the boundary problem, a centralized solution was proposed by Kalantariet al. in [31]. However, the
solution requires a-priori information about traffic demands and node positions. By solving a set of partial differential
equations, the authors obtain multiple paths without trespassing the boundaries of the network. On a similar line
of work, Toumpis and Tassiulas [52] show that the optimal placement of nodes between a set of sources and sinks
resembles an electrostatic field. The authors show that their method can also be used to solve boundary problems.
Contrary to the centralized solutions of these works, we propose a low-overhead distributed mechanism to cope with
boundary effects.
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5 Concluding Remarks and Future Work

In this work we addressed the problem of improving network lifetime by balancing the energy-consumption in WSN
in the settings. We presented routing methodologies that adapt to the spatial distribution of the neighboring nodes,
while taking into account network boundaries effects. We identified techniques for multipath routing in the presence
of multiple point-to-point data flows, i.e. multiple sources transmitting towards a given sink. We have introduced a
novel mechanism, the method of images, to minimize the path-merging effect at the boundaries of the network. Lastly,
we have extended the EFR framework and introduced the concept of virtual charges for the purpose of providing better
trade-offs while providing certain QoS guarantees. Our experiments demonstrated that the proposed approaches offer
significant benefits when compared to the popular field-basedone, such as EFR [41], both in terms of better balancing
of the energy reserves, which is the main motivation for multipath routing, as well as increasing the lifetime of a given
WSN.

We believe that our current results have barely scratched the surface of exploring the additional benefits that the
electrostatic theory can bring to the different research problems of interest in WSNs. Specifically, our algorithms act
in a local-best-effort manner to utilize the spatial distribution wherever possible. We have briefly provide insight on
how variations of network densities can influence the performance of EFR, while showing the level of resilience to
these changes of MP-FPR protocol. Currently, we are envisioning the development of an energy-efficient distributed
algorithms that a WSN can use to locally determine such density variations, i.e. local network discrepancy, where the
challenging question is how that information can be dynamically maintained (cf. [15]) at different levels of granularity.
In this work, we assumed that the initial energy reserves were uniform across the nodes, however, an important problem
is how to couple the evolution of the energy reserves with thenodes distribution and how/when to disseminate that
information. A potential avenue to explore in this context is to develop abstractions similar to the multidimensional
grid files from database research [55].

We also plan to investigate how some of the concepts presented in this work can be cast in other contexts in which
field-based routing has been used e.g., optimal attraction regions for networks with multiple sinks [32]; timely and
reliable delivery on convergecast applications [25]; routing in networks with mobile sinks [10, 50, 54].
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